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Telecommunications networking technology can cnrich both classrooms and 
administration of the nation's public schools in preparation tor the global economy of the 
2J st century_ Shortages of curricula and reference materials may no longer he problems 
as up-to-date materials, guest educators, and people at otherwise inaccessible locations 
I'm: brought directly into the learning environment. Teachers and administrators will 
work in new ways wilh their colleagues across the nation am.I around the world . A 
critical and seldom recognized requirement to sllPporlthe day-to-day upemtion of 
edueationalteleeommllnications nctworks is sustainable network managemen t. 
rhis study describes network managcment. services, and associatcd tools 
essential to the proper operation ofnetwurks in the kinderg<lrten through twelfth grade 
(K-12) educat ional mission. It also discusses network management solutions Ihat 
educators and others can use to optimize network tcdmology. Case studics arc presented 
which compare different networks. their tools and approaches to management. 
Recommendations fur sustainable K-1 2 network management and regional action arc 
provided hased on analysis orthe literature and these cases. 
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I. I NTRonUCTlON 
A. OVERVIEW 
Today's telecommuni cations networks are dynamic information flow systems thaI 
can move digital information from raw binary form or simple ASCI! text through high-
fidelity audio and full -motion video at enormous data rates. Electronic messaging 
systems such as electronic mail (e-mail) can send correspondence to a lmost any location 
in the world in a flash without human intervention. using network methodologies that are 
completely transparent to users (Schatt 92). 
In spite of all these virtues. such "transparency' can be deceiving. Today"s 
sophisticated te lecommun ications networks handle data rapidly and automatically. but are 
also vulnerable to instantaneously changing environmentalwnditions that may degrade 
or terminate their pcrformance. In cases where operation of lhe network is cri tical to the 
funct ion of an organilalion, network outages are very cost ly and can result in significant 
losses in time. money and etlon 
To ensure uplimum reliahi lity, continuous periormance and sustainable future 
gro,-,<1h, networks must be managed (Schatt (2) Unfonunately network management has 
lagged beh ind the technica l advances in other area., of networking, primarily because of 
lack of definition and standardilation 
fault. configuration. accounting. perfomlance. and security management - the 
hody of litcraturc offering practical details about managing rcal open 
nctworks has. until recently. been virtually nonexistent. (Lynch, Rose 93) 
Network management has many diffcrent definitions and models. but ultimately 
consists of two basic elements. moniloring and COII/rO/ (RFC 1021) . 
• Monitoring - knowing the current status and pararnders of the network 
• Control - the ahility to change something about the network 
Figure 1.1 Key Elements of Network Management (RFC 1021) 
To facilitate these two fun ctions, a network management station called a Network 
Operating Center (NOC) is used. The NOC contains hardware, software, communication, 
and staffing to monitor and control the network. Another function of netwurk 
management, the Network Infurmation Center (NIC), dcals more directly with helping 
end users by providing a help desk. administrative SUppOt1. and information services 
Whatcvcr model of network management is chosen, thc model (or combination of 
models) needs to be tailored to fit the needs orK-12 schools. Those needs are changing 
and steadily evolving. The "information revolution" of the Internet is continuously 
changing thc availability of information. K-12 schools dcscrve a variety of tools to 
educate children and pave thc ir way to adulthood in a competitive world. where their 
success may depend on the informat ion they can access and employ. 
rhe emerging needs of K-12 schools can he found in BlIlidinf, lite Flllure - K-12 
,"ie/work Technology Planning Guide (California Dcpanmcnt of Education (4), 
summarized in Figure 
• t~acher training ami support 
• school and district planning for integration of te lecommunications into 
in~tructioTl and administration 
• time in the school schedule for professional and student learning activities 
• eff~ctiv~ assessment measures 
• financial support 
• multiple pholll:: lines or local area networks 
Figure 1.2 Emerging needs of K- 12 Schools (California l)cpanmcnt of Education 94) 
Thi~ thesis builds on Ihe work in a rdatcd thesis. "Inlerne/working: Implementing 
II Wide,Area Ne/work (WAl'i)(or K-J 2 Schools" (Bigelow 95). This thesis explores 
various cascs in network management for pmctical and economic solutions to managing a 
sustainable regional research and education information network. It is \vrinen from the 
perspcctive of cdw:alors and administr<ltors in K-12 schools. Finally it provides K-12 
network implementors and network technology mentors recommendations in making 
network Ill<lnagemcnt decisions 
B. BACKGROUND 
Momercy BayNe! is a Wide-Area Nc!work (WAN) connecting puhlic ~chools at 
grades Kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-1 2), as well as other educators and 
rescarch institutions in Monterey and Santa Cruz counties on the central Califomia coas! 
The emerging network is the ongoing product of two years of collahorative work and 
volunteer effort~ from indi viduals, researchers, and businesses throughout the community 
spearheaded by an organization named I'LA (Initiative for In fo rmation Infrastrw.:ture and 
Linkage Applications) (Bigelow 95)(Brutzman 94, 95 ) 
Implementation or the network was fac ili t<lteO by a grant awarded to the IJLA 
consortium from California Research and Education Network (CaIREN ) in Apri l 1994 
fhe grant provides funding from Pacific Bcll for telecommunications service (frce wide-
area conneCTivity) to fourt-three I)LA "tcst bed" school sites through Ju nc of 1996, 
CalRFN was initiated by Pac ific Bell to fund projects that advance tclccommunication~ 
technologies and information infrastructure (PacBell 94), 
A key dccis ion W<lS made early in the Monterey BayNet project to usc Frame 
Relay as the core networking technology primari ly because it offered a wide sdection 01 
bandwidths from 56Kbps up to J ,55 Mbps (TI), Frame rday is suit able for the present 
and foreseeable data need~ of most K- 12 SdlOOls, Figures J.4 and 1_ 5 are topological 
network maps of Monterey BayNet in Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties, respectively 
Allowances were made in the design or the network for the addit ional connection of 
Integrated Data Services Network (ISDN) services to a lim ited number of schoo ls 
Finally, the network also has an Asynchronuus 'I ransfer J\·lode (ATM) high-speed 
network (at 55 to 155 Mbps) betwt;:en "Tier I" siles, to complete a threc-t ier structure 
(F igure 1.3). Tier I ATM -Icvel sites empluy multiple very hi gh-bandwidth informatiun 
strcams such as video, audio, and 10 computer graphics. Tier J1 sites are sites thac were 
expected to emp loy moderalely high bandwidth (i ,e. Frame Relay) , Tier III sites arc 
Monterey Bay Region 
Education Futures Consortium 
Figure 1. 3 Monterey BayNet ATM, Frame Relay, ISDN Tiered Sites 


schools and libaries with high-bandwidth ATr-.'l connectivity. often in addition to 
conventional Tl connections with bandwidth adequate to meet their information needs 
and a sing le video channel (Brutzman 94) 
C. MOTIVATION 
tJonterey BayNet was designed and implemented through the efforts of the lJLA 
ju n. A long-term goal ofl ' LA was \0 cre(lte a slisrainable rcgion(ll information· 
infraSl!Ucture that can function as a community resource and provide full access to the 
Internet at a variety of bandwidth rates (Bigelow (5). Sustainability is not yet assured. 
Most of the planning effort during the tirst stages of network development focused on 
requirements listed in Figure 1.6 to establish initial connectivity . 
• funding resources 
• selection ami procurement of standard hardware items (routcrs,CSU/DSU) 
• site selection. inspections. and installations 
• network domain names and addressing 
• network and equipment configurations 
• network application software installation 
Figure 1.6 Foeus of Initial Network Planning Efforts (Bigelow 95) 
Until the spring of 1995, when approximately lml f of the 43 test bed si tes were on 
line. nol much attention was addressed to the issue of how to manage the network _ This 
was due 10 concentration of efforts on the many challenges associated wi th instal ling a 
new network. As lTlore sites heca l< ,_ connected, more issues and quesl ion~ were rai ~d 
than the existing cadre of volunteers cou ld answer. \Vhen network problems or site 
outages occurred, the lack of corrective measures and experienced personlll;::1 resoun:c~ 
was a serious problem. Clearly, for the network to be a sustainable reg ional information 
in lras trllcture. it must be managed Voluntt"er efforts alone (at least at this stage in the 
development) are not enough 
The mission orthe California education sy~tem supports justificat ion for 
impJemell1ing a K-12 regional te lecommunication network. The Cai iforn ia State 
Department of Educations mission statcment (Figurc 1.7) is called the "Agenda for 
Education in California" (Eastin 95). These principlcs are reiterated and elaborated in 
Blii/dint.: Ihe Fulurc - K-/2 Ne/work Tr-chnoloKY PlmminR Guide (California Depal1ment 
of Euucation 94). Tt is important to note Ihat Monterey BayNet has direct applicahility 
pertaining to each point in the Agenda for Education in California. These points are 
now examined in detail. 
Supporting the first point in Figure 1.7, Monterey Bay Net will increa~e parent 
involvement in many ways Parents can access smdent and educator World-Wide Web 
(WWW) homepages and collullunicale wilh teachers via e-mail. Businesses ga in 
opportunities to ·'enter tlte classroom enviromnent " witll their new teclmology. The 
electronic information network will enable the creatioll of cOimnunity "people 
networks" and support school sites with bctter access to information. 
To support the second point in Figure 1.7, increased availability of information 
I. BROADEN TIIE BASE OF SUPPORT FOR EDUCATION 
• increase parent involvement 
• strategically partner with business. 
• create community networks supporting school sites. 
2. INCREASE LOCAL CONTROL OVER DECISIONS 
• encourage site-based management. 
• reduce the education code. 
• reduce administrative requirements. 
3. FOCUS OUR EFFORTS ON RESULTS. NOT PROCESS, BY 
DEVELOPING STANDARDS TO MEASURE PROGRESS 
• develop grade level proficiency standards. 
• develop content and performance measurements. 
• ensure that every child is a reader. 
4. PREPARE A SKlLLED WORKFORCE 
• create partnerships to provide opportunities for all students, 
college-bound and non-COllege-bound. 
• strive for multilingual training for all srudents. 
• establish lifelong positive learning patterns for all children beginnlng 
with preschool. 
5. ENSURE THAT FACILITIES AND TECHNOLOGY ARE EXCELLENT 
• expand partnerships with businesses, unions, communities, and the 
public sector (military, higher education. etc.) to equip schools and 
students with up-to-date teclmology and facilities . 
• ensure that all schools are clean, well lighted. safe and up-to-date. 
Figure 1.7 Agenda for Education in California (Eastin 95) 
10 
resources afforded by Monterey BayNe! promotes streamlined adminislraliVC" 
communication and allows educators to make ill formed decisions at progressively lower 
levels, down to the individual school sile levels_ Broadcast capah ili ties of m:lworks 
allow sharing of a single source document with hundreds of recipients simultaneously> 
elimin:ning redundant paper copies. Hardware sharing 011 a network allows individua ls 
to prim documentation remotely, reducing mai ling costs 
Supporting the third poin!, Ihe availahility of Ihe lnterm:! provides practice in 
computer literacy and an interesting. continuously changing vehick for reading 
literacy fo r all gritdes. Standards to measure progress can be developed, promulgated, 
measured. and analyztd rapidly using telecommunication network ttchnology_ In 
addition. somt standards that h<tvc already bttn rtsearched and developed hy other 
organizations can be readily implemented. preventing a costly repetition of research 
already performed 
To support tht fourth point, with tht arrival of the "lnform<ttion Revolution" 
Momerty Bay Net provides a method for students to exercise imernttworking and 
prepare them for a future where computing and telecommunication skills will be a 
critical asset in a competitive job market. Testing the effectiveness of Ihis approach 
remains an important long term educational research goal 
Suppofling the lasl point in Figure 1.7. telecommunications networks providt 
access to the most current information. using the most up-tO-date technologies 
Moreover, with the variety of alternate sourCtS of information 011 the lnternet and other 
II 
network resources, it becomes easier to affirm the validity and importance of that 
information 
U. THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis is tailorcd for technical and non-technical readers A short 
description of each chapter of this thesis is provided below as an overview: 
]. Chapter Descriptions 
• CHAPTER 1 . INTRODUCTION - Contains an overview of network 
management, how it applies to K- 12 schools, and 
motivation for this thesis 
• CHAPTER 2 - RELATED WORK - Describes current projects that are 
affiliated with Monterey Bay Net , informative hardcopy 
and on line references on Monterey BayNet , K-12 Schools. 
the Internet. and network management. 
• CHAPTER 3 - PROBLEM STATEMENT - Clearly defines the prohlem of 
identifying what it will take to make Monterey 8ayNet 
sustainable and suggesting network management as a solution 
• CHAPTER 4 - NETWORK MANAGEMENT MODELS - Uses various 
different network management moods to clarify the 
multi-faceted definition of sustainable network managemcnt . 
• CHAPTER 5 - CAPACITY AND RELIABILITY PLANNING- demonstrates 
how decisions on capacity and reliabili ty affect furore 
decisions in building the network. including network 
management systcms and protocols 
• CHAPTER 6 - NETWORK OPERATING CENTER FUNCTIONS (NOC) 
Describes the composition of a NOC, how and why it is 
essential to the successful operation and slistainability of 
Monterey Bay Net. 
12 
• CHAPTER 7 - NETWORK INFORMATION CENTER FUNCTIONS (NIC) 
Describes the composition of a KIC, how and why it is 
essential to the optimum employment of Monterey BayNet 
• CHAPTER 8 - NETWORK OPERATIONS EXA'\1PLE CASES Presents 
three cases of operating networks and a comparative analysis 
of the major network management systems. 
• CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS AND RECO\1MENDATIONS-Summarizes 
the importance of network management to the sustainability 
of Monterey Bay Net and provides direction and 
recommendations on key sustainability issue . 
2. How to Use this Thesis 
Because there arc so many aspects of network management, it can involvl: 
individuals in many different positions for its implementation . Recommendations on 
how to use this thl:sis for different individuals follow 
Policy Makers, Administrators and Hoard 0/ Education Member.~ 
These individuals arc involved in making poliCies on security. 
acceptablt: usc, chargebaek mechanisms, inter-opl:rahility, reliability and 
standardiz;nion and other issues that must bt: faced in implt:menting and sustaining 
Monterey RayNe!. Thi s thesis demollstrates the need for network management policy 
formu lation and provides support, guidance, and authoritative references for those 
!hlJicics 
b. Educators and Local School Network Manager.~ 
Since thcse individuals are involved in using and maintaining the 
networks, this thesis can provide them a hetter understanding of how their local 
information systems and networks intcract with other nctwork componcnts and the 
Internet. A discussion of bask network troubleshooting tools can provide thcm with 
an undcrstanding sufficient to perform limited diagnostics 10 assist in troubleshooting 
and fault local ization. It also provides a basic unders tanding of the network applications 
and services provided by the Network Operating Center (NOC) and Network 
Information Center (NIC). 
Parent~· 
Parents can henefit from this thcs is hy gaining an understanding of 
telecommunications networks, network management, the nature of the information 
revolution, and how Montercy BayNc! can support arxl enhance the education of their 
children 
d. Network Managers and Administrators 
Nctwork Managcrs and administra{()rs can ust: the information provided 
in this thcsis as a staning point on the design of a Network Operating Center and 
Network Information Ccnter. It can also he used {() demonstrate the need for Network 
Mal'lilgemem tools to the policy makers. and those lhat make budgeting and resource 
allocation decisions. 
14 
Researchers and Networking Students 
Researchers and Networking students can benefit from this thesis hy 
using it for the hroad understanding of Network Management that it presents It call 
provitlt: a base for more in-depth research ill a lIlultiolde of interesting areas Some 
suggested wpies for in·deplh analysis are presented in chapter 9, section C 
'RecoTlunemlations for Future Work" Researchers on projects outside of Monterey 
Bay Net call use tilt: thesis to gain ~n ullderslanding of how network management and 
Monterey BayNet can help disseminate the n:sults of their research and findings for the 
bcntht of K-12 students in Monterey County, Santa Cruz County and throughout the 
World 
E. SWUi\lAR Y 
relecommullicatious networks provide an unprecedented access to informatiOIl 
ami c<ln be used to conve)' inforrnalion 10 students <IS well as to educate them in 
creating. obtailling, displaying, convcying and storing information_ Networks are 
becoming increasingly essemial in a world with a growing global economy. K-12 
schools need tools that prepare students for adulthood in a competitivc world. The 
versatile nature of Monterey llayNet in promoting the Agenda of Education for 
California makes it an asset worthy of invcsllm:m and sustainable support 
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II. RELATED WORK 
A. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses works and references rdated directly to the inception and 
implementa tion of Monll;.':r(,·Y Ray Ne!. Some arc published and others can be fOll nd 011 
the \\'or ld-W ide Web (Vv'W W). Related works on collaborative educat ion alld research 
in the Monterey nay area. K-12 schoo ls and the Internet, the Internet itself, and network 
management arc also listed 
The majority of written correspondence in the build ing of Monterey Bay Nel 
remains unpuhlished. A large amouill of corporate knowledge was gaiTI t:o over the 
ItHemet and through the ut il ization of an e-mail lis! scrvtf provided by Monterey Bay 
Aquari um Research Institute (MBAR I). The list server provided this group effOrl a large 
amount of leverage and convenience in communica ting 10 anyone who subscribed . 
Group (raining sessions, meetings and agendas, current events. hardware and software 
tips, and network status wcre al l shared over thc list server 
Since this thesis builds on ti le work of Jon Bigelow in his thesis I!lI ernelworkinx 
Planning and Implemell/inK (I Wide-Area A'r/wo,./I. (1f1AA? for K-12 Schouls (Bigelow ')5). 
somt" of tht" related works be low also appear in hi s thesis. 
B. MONTEREY BAY NET AND K-12 NETWORKS 
Thl:re are many published references directly applicable to bui lding and 
implementing telecommunications nt"tworks in tht" K- 12 educational lield The Internet 
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con tains references to government agency. business. and organi7Ation efforts and 
contributions to K-12 schools nationwide. Ofthe~e references. those most applicable 10 
Monterey BayNet are listed and described here. 
1. Mo"tcrc~' BllyNet j IlLA Projects 
• Ne/worked Ocean Seir;ncr; R(~~earch alld [duca/ion. MOI/fere" Bay Cali/ornia 
(Brutzman (5). An overview of the research effort ofPLA (Monterey BayNet) around a 
common theme of environmental and occan science. Key areas of action are listed and 
amplificd: co nnectivity. content. access and applications. To subscribe to the ['LA 
listserver. e-mail a messagc help to Majordomo@mbari,org for a list of commands 
.jJLA Ne/ DesiKII While Paper (Brutzman 94). The White Paper is the first 
document that combines several Monterey Bay regional initiatives into a single foc ust':d 
purpose, [ t is. in essence. the mission and vision of [' LA that embodies the creation of a 
regional telecommunications network \0 bring an understanding and appreciation of 
environmental issues 
• In/erne/working Planning and implemenling a Wide-Area !Iielwork (WAN)for 
K-12 Schools (Bige[ow 95). Master's thesis documenting the design and 
implementation o f Monterey BayNe!. a regional Wide-Area Network (WAN) connecting 
K-12 schoo ls. research institutions. and universities throughout the Monterey Bay Area. 
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• The ULA. iV('/work- /Jhyxico! Configura/ion Team Pro/eC/ (Trl:panier Cl al. 95) 
A report created by a team of Naval Postgr<lduate School students which describe the 
effOJts ora T ier I Monterey BayNe! site in tedmology transfer to Tier II and III si tes 
The h:am's effort was successful configuring equipment and conducting end-user t[:'Iining 
• The liLA home page provides access to 13 LA summary infonnalioll , proposals 
and anonymo us tip server. In addition it has many useful links to informa tion sources on 
commerce, digital libraries, education, environment , government, Nalionallnformalion 
InfrastruClurt: (NlI), networking and telecommunications Availahle al 
fip -I//aurus, CI'nps. fwl'y mil/pub/d/a/d/o. hlnli 
• The Learning About Monterey Bay (LAM BA Y) home page providt':s 
information about the collaborative ed ucation and research surrounding Montt':rey Bay . 
Part icular t':mphasis is placed upon the reg ion's diverse habitats, induding tht': unusual 
marine life of the deep sea c<lnyon (Atkinson (5). Links are provided to local education, 
research, libraries. and government sites. Available at hllp:!/lamhayc\T.u(:.\·cedu/mb 
• The Monterey Bay Regional Education Futures (MBReEF) Consortium home 
page provi(ks links to information sou rces throughout the Monterey Bay region 
lncludcd arc links referenced by region. env ironlll<::nt, education . research , lihraries, 
gOV<::fIllllcn\, commerce, tourism and culturc. Available at 
hIlP:!/WlI'w.Uc.Kedulmbay-rej.;io/l 
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• Real-lime EfII'irollmenlal II/formalioll ,II,'ell1!ork alld Analysis Syslem (REiNAS) 
A joint projcct orthe Baskin Center ofthc Univcrsity of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC), 
"Javal Postgraduate School (N PS), Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institutc (MBARI), 
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Center for Ocean Analysis 
and Prediction (NOAA/COAP). R[I ~' AS is a distributed database envi ronment 
supporting rcal-lime and retrospective regional scale environrm;.":ntal science. It uses the 
Internet through wireless and leased- Ime SLIP links to achieve real-tinte connectivity 
betwcen instrumented si tes. The REINAS Project is funded by thl: Office of Naval 
Research undl:r a Univer~ity of California Santa Cruz Research Initiative (Risen (5). 
Availahle at hllp:llcsl.CSf. ucsc.edu/rrinas.hlml 
2, K~12 Schools and the Internet 
• Bui lding thl: Future: K-12 Network Technology Planning Guide The 
California Lkpanmem of Education's statewide networking standards (California 
Ol:partrnent of Education (4). This document was cardully r.lesigned to provide 
thorough guidance 10 K-I2 institutions regarding the dl:ploYllll:nt of information 
\l;.":chnology. The gu ide clearly defines the necd for Internet access throughout the K- 12 
community and the educational benefits that access will yield to teachers, Sludems and 
socil:ty. It also contains a comprehensive appendix on acceptable use policies (AUP), 
which address most concerns regarding K- 12 student access to potentially objectionable 
material. 
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• Th~ lnlcrnd Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF is a volunteer group 
that "provides a forum for working groups to coordinate technical developments of new 
protocols" (RFC 1718). It is the protoco l enginec:ring. development, and standardization 
(jfrn of (he Internet Architecture Hoard (IA8). Its mOSI important function is "the 
development and st:kction of standards within the Imernet protocol suite" (RFC 1718) 
The famolJs credo of the IETF, written by Dave Clark in 1992, reveals a passion for 
proven standards (as opposed to dictated standards). "We reject kings, pn:sidents, and 
voting . We believe in rough consensus and running coue" (Whittle 95) . 
One current component of the IETF is the Imerne! School Networking (ISN) 
working group. The IS!\ was chartered to "address issues re lated to the connection of 
primary and secondary schools worldwide to the Internet" (Sellcr 95). The group 
maintains a mailing list isn-wg@nasa.gov. To subscribe, send e-mail to 
fistmanager@nasa .gov wilh the message subscribe iSIl-wg ill the body of the message 
while leaving the subject line blank. The lETF and ISN have produced several [ETr 
Request For Comments (RFCs) pertaining directly to K-12 Internet connectivity They 
include ' 
• RFC 1578 rYI on Questions and Answers: Answers to Commonly Asked 
'Primary and Secondary School Internet User' Questions (Sellers 94) 
• RFC 1709 K-121ntcrnetworking Guidelines (Gargano 94) 
• RFC 1746 Ways to Define User Expectations (Manning 94) 
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3, Rdcrcnces for Information on the Internet 
Numerous additional books exist for information on the Internet Some notable 
entries include 
• World Link." An Internet Guide for Educators. l'arentI, and Students (Joseph 95) 
• Entering Ihe World-Wide Web (WWW):A Guide to Cyberspace (lJughes 94) . 
• The Web Empowerment Book (Abraham 94) 
• lV\-VW Unleashed (Del:ember 95) 
• The Whole Internet (Krol 93) 
• Ma stering the Internet (Cady, McGregor (5) 
For online IErF information and document retrieval , an IETF searcb page 
will access Requests For Conunenls (RFC's), Internet Standards , For Your 
Information (FYI documents), etc. This information provides fascinating technical 
information while documenting the historical events and developments in the growth of 
the Internet. Available at hllp:llwww.inlemic.netldsld.lpgOintdoc.html 
Tht: Internet Society (lSOC) home page is an eXl:dlt:nt source of current 
research papers, conference talks . IETF meeting minutes, and OIher items of interest in 
the growth and development of the Internet. The Internet Society is tht: premiere 
organization focused on both the people and the technil:al side of internet working 
Membership is highly recommended. Available at htljJ:llinfo.isoc.orgl 
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C. NETWORK MANAGEMENT REFERENCES 
I. Hardcopy References 
Comprehensive hard copy references for informal ion on wide·area networb 
(WANs) are not as plentiful one might expect, considering the magnitude on the 
growth of the lntemet, lIowever, some hooks with notable ent ries include 
• TeleconmllmicatiollS N·etwork. Management illto the 21.1'/ Cenrury: Techniques, 
Standards. Technologies and Applications (Aidarous 94) 
• ,r.,'e(Work. Mallagemem - Technique.I', Tools, mill Systems (Held 92) 
• IlIIerllet System Handbook. ( Lynch, Rose 93) 
• Understanding Network Management. Strategies and SO/Iltiom (Schall 93) 
• SNMP, SNMPv2, and C'vIfP, The Practical Guide 10 Nerwork. Management 
StaruJards (Stallings 93) 
• IBM NetView Operat ion Manuals (IBM 93) : 
- AlX System View NetViewl6000 USERS GUIDE 
-AIX Trollble Ticketl6000 AT A GLANCE 
-A1X Trouble Tick.e/16000 USERS GUIDE 
2. Online Resources on Network Management 
The most current source of information on network management systems is the 
World -Wide Web (WWW) itself. Some online business resources used are 
• Cabletron SPECTRUM Nelwork 
Available at 
• Hewlett-Packard Open View Network Management System 
Available at hllp,-jlwwwdmo.hp.comlnsmdlovlmain.hrml 
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• IBM NctView Network Systt:m 
Available at ""p .. m~~"m""'u,'m (0/1IInv6Inv6prod.IIlml 
• Novell Net Manager Network Management System 
A vail able at hllp:llnefwire.nol'eli. comISalesMkr/HuversGuidelSt'crion 7.1111111 
• Racal-Datacom Network 
Availablt: at iu>p . i/WliW. ,a,," "'m/,am'.h'm' 
Available 
Reviews of Network Managemem Systems (NMS) by the Air Education and 
Training Command (AETC), Randolph Air Force Base. San Antonio. Texas and the 
University of Michigan can be found on the Internet. Products evaluated and ranked 
were HP OpenView 3. 1. Sun Net Manager 2.0, IBM \'etView/6000, and Cabletron 
SPFCTRUM. The executive summary was especially useful. Abo at this location are 
list, of Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) resources. an IETF catalog of 
network management Tools, a WWW SNMP management information base (MIB) 
browser, network management servers, and other network management resources 
Available at: hltp:/ltmnpico.oo.uiuc.edlll- w ·e.uleylnermgmtl 
D. SUMMARY 
Many works related to the vision, mission and creation of Monterey BayNet are 
available both in hard copy and on the Internet. With the availability of the WWW. the 
options for online reference material seems endless. For example, most of the graphics 
in this report were downloaded as .gij format graphics files from Internet web pages 
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There is signill~alll informatioll un nelworl-; rnanagernell1 am! prUltx;o[S in the RFCs 
accessihle Oll the Interntl. Netw()[k managerm:nl proulllllomparisolls and e\ialuatiuns 
arc also availahle. Familiarity with some of these n:krem.:es is highly recommended for 
illcli ..... iduals wmking Oil network management 
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III. PROBLEi\l STATEMENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Experience has shown that building a wide-area network through community 
volunteer efforts and col1ahoration takes a great deal of dedication and energy, together 
with moderate material rCSOUT(;CS (Bigelow 95). The init ial success of Mo11terey 
Bay Net also shows thaI it is possible. In fullding (he first tWO years of frame rday 
service. the Pacific Bell CaIREN grant provided m(}{ivarion for participating 
organi7:ations 10 make initial hardware purchases and install equipment sites 10 take 
advantage orlhe "free " PaeBeH frame relay service . Of!t:n decisions were made by 
consensus of relatively incxperienctd members on Ihe J'LA in a conservative , iterative, 
step-by-step fashion. As a necessary result most of the practical network planning was 
on a short-term basis, without adequate consideration given 10 10ng-lCrm problems and 
solutions 
B, PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The fundamen tal problem examined here extends out to the cu rrent planning 
horizon: what is required for Monterey 13ayNet to be a viable , self-sustaining and 
reliable community network for K- 12 schools'! 
This central ques tion invokes a host of OIhcrs. First and foremost is the 
sustainability question of ownership: who owns the Monterey Day Net'::' When there 
a re a myriad of diffcrem subscrihers. many possibilities exist for their coordination 
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One of the members (or a single joint agency) can act in behalf of aI!, limited voluntary 
coordination can occur . or subscribers can act individually wilh minimal coordination. 
In any case the principte of "residual claimancy" holds true as in any ownership : the 
owner assumes the risks of the decisions, and in return can claim tht constquences or 
"'residuals,"' good or bad, for thaI decision (Heyne 94). 
A second sustainabi1ity question is as important as the first: wilat is tile long· 
term mission of the network? Trying to sustain a network without understanding its 
mission is e4uivalent to searching for a solution without knowing the problem. Once 
the mission is clearly identified and stated. decisions can he made and evaluated 
against that mission . Until recently, most decisions for the network have been made 
with ttchnical connectivity as the focus, not manageahility and sustainahility 
(Bigdow 95) . 
How will the network he maintained or managed? As stated in Chapter I, 
networks of any significance needs to be managed. What is network management and 
how does it relate 10 the sustainabi1ity of Monterey BayNe!') What are the alternativts? 
Networks require investment of capital and maintenance costs to sustain their 




(4) Modems (some sites that provide dial .. in service) 
(5) Medium (Cable lOBaseS, IOBase2, IOBascT. etc.) 
2' 
(6) Workstations (existing units integrated into the network as muo::h as possible. 
may require purchase of network adapters or inTerface cards) (CDE 1994) 
(typically 20% 40 % of iTldiv idual 
(8) Software 
(9) frame Relay service charges (pac8ell) 
(10) Network scrvicc charges 
(11) Internet service provider (ISP) charges 
(12) Training 
Somc of the allocation for costs above are well established For example. the 
schools and organization.~ (subscribers) pay for thei r own rOllters. CSUIDSUs, wiring. 
LANS. software and connection provider charges . 
Other charges are "shared" such as Internet service provider (I5P) and network 
management (NOCINIC) charges How will these costs be allocated') A line must be 
drawn across the network topology to clearly delineate who will pay for what. That 
line will be somewhere between a centralized single source and keeping the costs closer 
to the users at the sites . How wjll the fisca l accounting be handled and by whom? How 
will network service charges be recorded and collected? 
There is also the sustainability question of standards There exisl published 
standards by CeITT, ISO , and IElF, and there are dejac/O standards dictated hy 
current practices in the marketplace . Imeropcrability is enforced by prudent selection 
and uniform application of standards. In an area where functionalit y is so closely linked 
to imeropcrability. who will provide strong and competent decision-making on 
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standards important to the sustainability of Montcrey BayNerl Are there any 
recommended standards'! 
Last arc the questions regarding network managernem systems and operations 
Whicll network management systems are the most cost effective? Which have tile hest 
potential performance for Monterey Bay Net? How shall the Network Operations 
Center (NOC) and Network Information Center (NlC) be staffed') What services will 
be offered? 
Answers to some of these questions may become apparent as issues arc explored 
and a corresponding unders tanding is gained regarding network management. 
c. SUMMARY 
The many d imensions of thc problem statemcnt arc enumerated by the list of 
questions in Figu re 3. 1_ Viahility, susta inabil ity, and reliahility are the critical quali ties 
nct:-ded whieh lead to all other aspects of the K-1 2 network management problem 
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• What will it take for Monterey BayNet to be a viable. st:lf-sustaining 
and reliable community network for K-12 schools? 
• What is the long term mission of the network? 
• Who owns tbe Monterey BayNet? 
• Are there any recommended standards? 
• Who will provide strong competent decision-maklng on standards 
important to the sustainability of Monterey BayNet? 
• How will the network be maintained or managed? 
• What is network management and how does it relate to the 
sustainability of Monterey BayNet? 
• Which network management systems are the most effective for 
Monterey BayNe!'! 
• How shall the Network Operations Center (NOC) and Network 
Information Center (NIC) be staffed? 
• Whal services are offered? 
• What are the alternatives? 
• How will the fiscal accounting be handled and by whom? 
• How will network service charges be collected and recorded? 
Figure 3.1 Problem Statement. Present and Future Research Questions. 
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IV. NETWORK MANAGE:\1ENT MODELS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
It is important to gain an overall understanding of network managernt"nL berore 
getting to the detai ls of day-la-day network management and how Ihey affect the 
sustaillab:lity of Monterey [JayNe!. Models are formulated to gain a hetter understanding 
of network managl:lll(:nl and 10 optimize a network mallageml:nt structun:. Ultimately 
the optimum network management model depends Oil tasks required to monitor and 
control a network- which in turn depend on thc requirements of subscribers and users 
B. IISER REQlJIREMEl\'TS 
To efficiently and economically meet the demands placed upon a shared network. 
the network must be managed . As previously stated, "network management" often 
means diiferent things to various individuals and organil.atiom. "Responsibilities of 
Host and Network Managers · a Summary of Oral Tradition on the Internet" (RI'C 1173) 
discusses some of these rcsponsibilities. emphasiling the importance of responsible 
behavior from users. host administrators, and network managers to the conlinued 
cooperative nature of the Internet. Figure 4.1 is a list ofrcquiremems (or demands) 
placed upon network management (Lo ')1) lhal has been adapted to apply to the 
particular needs of Monterey BayNet. 
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• Meeting the in formation needs ofstl.ldenlS, teachers, educators. 
administrators. and researchers in Monterey and Santa Cruz Counties in 
terms of availability. performance and stability. 
• Meeting ectuC(lt ional business necds of K-12 schools in Monter"y 
BayNcl 
• The ability to manage "'10ntcn:y BayNet from a single location. 
• The abi lity to contro l MOnlcrey BayNet and its components 
• The abi lity to detect faults in Montcrcy BayNet proact ively. 
• The ability to effect ively isolate and correct faults in Monterey Ray Net 
• The ability to scnse and monitor the performance of Monterey Bay Net, 
allowing for the early detection and correct ion of problems whi le they 
arc small and before they affect subscribing schools and Ilrganizations. 
• The ability to support security enhancements to 11:1onterey BayNet 
• The ability to support accounting and some systcm of business 
chargcbaeks for the sustained fi nancial support of Monterey RayNe!. 
• The abi li ty to faci li tate long-term strategic capacity planning for 
Monterey Bay Net on a network wide scale 
Figure 4.1 Network management requirements for Monterey Bay Net 
Each of the ~ in Figure 4. I arc broad and sweeping in scope. They 
focus on descript io ns, methods, and the standards of quality (the "how") to whil:h 
network activit ies wi ll be accomplished. This may be contrasted with the ~of 
The Agenda/or Edw:alioll in CalifOrnia (Eastin 95) in chapler 1. Figure 1.2, which 
define the purpose or ultimate goal (the "what" ) of network activities in light of the 
overall educat ion mission. 
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C. MODELS 
Many models have been developed in an attempt to organize and clarify 
network rnanagl:mcnt systems and requirements_ Each appears to 3l:curatcly model an 
aspect of network management from a unique. clearly defined perspective . . A. 
consideration of cach type of model y ields morc understanding of net\\ork management 
than a consideration of any single lllodeL Three orlhe most common models are 
considered here: the Struuural Model of network management. the System Ljfe-Cycle 
Model of network managl:mcnl and the Open System Interconnectio n (OSI) Functio!lill 
Model of network managl:mcnt 
I. Structural Model 
The Structural Model of network management is a lso called "Conformam 
NI:1Work Architecture Management" mode l (Walles 9 3 anti Mil ham 92). It pol1rays 
nt:twork mallagemenl from the viewpoint segregating a ll management tasks or 





~ Service Management 
1\1. '( \1,/ 
I 'I , Networ!< Management 
/ : i I \ 
':;1 ",' ,,., Element Management 
el l. \\ ' Networ!< Elements 7-
Figure 4.2 Structural model of network management (Walles 93) 
The HuSine.\"s Management Layer of network management is re!;ponsible for 
enterprise-wide fonnulation of policies and strategies for the long-term sustainability and 
survival ofthe network. Tasks at this level ofresponsihility are regulatory and 
commercial ill nature. When applied to Monterey RayNel as sho"'rTl in Figure 4.3, the 
county Superintendents of Education (or desib'l1aled representatives) might perform 
these tasks. 
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MODIFIED STRUCTURAL MODEL 
County Superintendents of Education 
°0 
Director of Instructional Resources 
~ and Technology 
!' h ~, •• ' ..... MO~:~%!~~~:~~~~ Staff 
.' !/ 
-; '-. Site or School Local Area 
1,1 i I , ,\ \ \. Network Administrator 
~C:'!'!D\ ~\. Nelwol1< Elements  = 7 - (Hardware, Software, etc.) 
Figure 4.3 Modified Structural model of network management 
applied to Monterey BayNet. 
The .<';ervict' MaJ lU};emenll"ayer of network management is concerned directly 
with customer (school and other network subscribers) interesh Ta~ks al thi,; level 
implement the policies and regulations of the business Jayer in meeting the requirements 
of the customers. When applied to Monterey HayNe! as shown in Figure 4.3, each 
county's Director of Education find Technology might perform these tasks 
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The ,lIie/work Munagemenl Layer is concerned with topological and connectivity 
aspects of the nctwork (WAN components. network management software and hardware, 
routers and router ~oftware, domain nameservers and other Monterey Bay Net sharcd 
services). Tasks at this level incorporate proficiency with the detailed operation of all 
technical aspects of the network as well as the more strategic issues addressed by the 
layers above. When applied to Monterey BayNet as shown in Figure 4.3. the Monterey 
Ray Net network manager and thc Network Operation Center (NOCI' Network 
Information Center (N IC) staff m ight perform thcse tasks. 
The Element Alanagemenl Layer of network management is com;erned with 
managing the network intrastructure at the school and other sites (I.AN components. 
servers, huhs, workstations etc.). Tasks at this levd involve direct contact with 
equipment fo r optimization of network ~. Direct contact with students and 
other users is also needed for optimization of~. Site or school LAN 
administrators, high school student volunteers, or supervised community volunteers 
might perform these tasks 
The A'e/work Elemen/ [ayer ol'network management is concerned with the 
~ of the actual clements themselves in the support Ihe network. This includes 
application software, LAN software and hardware, workstations, printers etc . As one 
moves dow'n the cone. responsibility and tasks are more widely distributed among an 
increasing numher of entities. 
2. S)'stem Life Cycle Model 
The System Lite Cycle Model of network management (Figure 44) portrays 
network management from a chronologi(;al and t:volutionary viev.voint The life of a 
network is broken into thrt:t: distin(;t phases Pre-Service, In·Servll~e . and Future 
St:rvice (Walles 93) 








Figure 4,4 System Life Cycle model of network management (Walles 93). 
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This model identifies nine distinct functional tasks (Figure 4.5) assigned 10 the pans 
of the !clccommunicmion network life cycle for which they are applicable (\Vallcs (H) 
• Planning: business layer (county superinlendent of education) deci~ions 10 
inlroulIl:e ~ervil:e~ in i:l cost effective manner while still keeping all of the 
requirements 
• Installation: the proper pla\:cment ofndwork clements 
• Performance Yfanagement maintaining quality service for optimum 
network operation 
• /\ccollnling Management: cuSI allocation, billing. and payment methods 
• Customer Qllery and Control: allow educalors access to areas of 
network management functionality, inquiries about accounting 
• Security Ivlanagement measures to provide 
Authentication: transmission of criteria that validate the identity 
uflhe sender 
proof of origin of a transmission. 
Contidentiality confidence that the transmissiunllas not been 
intercepted. 
Figure 4.5 Functional tasks of Ihe System r ,ife-Cycle mood (Walles 93) 
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3. Open System Interf.'onncction (OSI) Functionsl Model 
The US! Fundiona! network management mode! (Figun: 4.6) is probahly the most 
widdy known (Stallings 93) It breaks network management into five distinct functional 
OSI FUNCTIONAL MODEL 
Network Management 
Figure 4.6 OSI Management functIOnal modd of network managcment (Stallings 93) 
areas. These areas are fault management, accounting management, configuration and 
name management, performance management, and security management. Although 
each oflhe other models portray a unique perspective and contribute to a global 
understanding of the ncl\vork management task. the OSI model is the simplest and most 
all-encompassing, Each functional management area contributes to the operation of the 
network (Smllings 93 XSugarbroad 90). Network management tasks described here are 
properly th(;'! responsibility of the network manager and network operations staff. 
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Fault Managemellt 
Fault managcment tasks ensure thai (he network as a whok. and ew.:h 
component individually operate properly When a failure 0(;(;Ur.:;. adion is taken to 
• find thc fault 
• isolate tbe effeds of the fault 
• reconfigure the network to minimize the effects of the fault 
• replace or repair the lil.Ulty component 
• restore the network to optimal configuration 
b. Accounting Management 
lhe essence of telecommunication networks is the sharing of information 
systems and resources among many dispersed user~. Procedures are often instituted to 
facilitate the sharing of <.:os(s im;urred and services provided by the network. The network 
manager might m;eount for use of network resources for reasons including 
resources at the 
• facilitate procedural revisions for optimum netv..,'ork performance 
• conduct trend analysis for future grov.1h projections 
• generate an equitable and reliable chargeback process 
11 must also be noted that the costs of accounting management may be excessive if 
conuu(;ted on it per-year hasis or per-site basis. Offen ,\(.:<.:ountin\! management goals can 
be achieved without establishing elaborate procedures 
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Configuration am/ Name Management 
Networks have incredibly sophisticated hardware 11ml software 
components Engineered 10 allow the maximum flexibility in network design, these 
components can he physically connected and internally conl1gured in a seemingly infinite 
number of ways_ Additionally, configuration updates can he performed on cornpont:nts to 
accomodate changes in network gro\\1h. topology, or usage patterns. 
Because the network shares its resources among its own users and the rest 
of the world. there must be a way to identify and specify each component for access by 
users. Standard naming conventions arc cst<lblishcd 10 aHow components to be identified 
uniquely. Name management is the method by which standard naming conventions are 
applied to designate network components. 
d. Petjormallce Mallagemellt 
Performance management can be divided into two areas· monitoring and 
control Monitoring the network consists of continuous sensing and observing of network 
parameters. Control allows adjustments to be made to these parameters to keep them 
within optimum performance limits. The performance of the network is often a critical 
factor in the proper operation o f certain appl i<.:ations. Network performance parameters 




Network security is eoneerm::d with maintllining the integrity of the 
information on the network itself. It includes, but is not limited to 
• Generation and dissemination of user accounts and passwords 
• Handling encryption keys. 
• Firewall server configuration and operation, i.e. limiting the number of 
services available to users in an attempt to reduce network security 
vulnerabilities 
• Personnel access control of all network nodes 
D. SUMMARY 
Network managment models arc diflCrent ways to break down the complex task 
of managing networks into smaller. more easily understood pieces. The OSI Functional 
Model will be uscd in later chapters to amplify network management and the role it plays 
in sustainahility of ;vfotlterey BayNe\. Irrespective ofthc modd used, the network 
management task is driven by user requirements 
Even though occasional outages may occur, uscrs require fast and reliable 
resolution of problems. This requirement requires rapid fault -detection and diagnostic 
fault management in the network. "Client R:.:quirements for Real-Time Communication 
Services" (RfC 11(3) provides more guidance on user requirements. 
Charging algorithms and reports may be gem::rated in the managing of accounts of 
the network because users expect operating costs to be distributed fairly. Care must be 
taken to prevent charging mechanisms themselves from imposing unfair costs. The 
configuration and domain n<lffieS of the network are managed because users expect to 
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name network resources to access and employ them . The performance oflhe network is 
monitored anci control led because user~ require the network to deliver consistent. reliable 
service to support their applications. Finally.lhe security oflhe network is managed \0 




V. CAPACITY AND RELlA81L1TY PLANNING 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The network management process actually began during the design planning of 
l'l:lonterey BayNet. According to the System Life-Cycle model depi cted ill Figures 4.4 
and 4.5. network management also involves "prcservice adivities" of design. planning, 
and insta llat ion (Walies 93). Uecause some prcservice decisions involve long-term 
commitments, it is important to consider network management when making SUlIl':: 
decisions that have an important rok in charting the future direction of the ne twork 
Among the most important of these design decisions arc capacity and reliabi li ty 
R. CAPACITY PL.ANNING 
Cup(lCily refers to the ability of a network \0 carry digital signals and is related to 
the maximum data rate tha t a network can carry (Stallings 94). The theore tical maxi mum 
capacity of any medi um depends directly on the maximum frequency range or bandwilh 
of lhe med ium. Capacit)! P/annillf; is a concept that focuses on future requi rements. It 
ensures that "adequate resources will be available to meet the future demands in a cost· 
effectivc manncr while meet ing thc pcrformancc objectives. " (Lynch, Rose 93) 
Immediately aner the benefits of a wide-area network (WAN) for the educational 
and research communi ty were identified. capacity requi rements for Monterey BayNet 
were identi fied and discussed. The "llLA Nctwork Design Tiger Team White Paper" 
(Brutzman (4) presents the purpose of Monterey RayNet, discussing performance 
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requirements and technologies available as a function of the types of organizations 
involved. To simplify and standardize the perfonnance categories of these organizations. 
the network was divided into tiers (Figure 1.3). The importance of capacity 
considerations wilen on planning the network cannot be overemphasized. Like a stack of 
cascading dominoes, it affccts most future decisions in some way (Figure 5.1) 




• Network Access Standard (X.2! circuit switched, X.25 packet switched, 
ATM, Frame Relay, ISDN, etc.) . 
• Network (end to end ) Protocol 
• Routing (between routers) Protocol 
• Numher of independent network channels (e.g. administrat ive network, 
student network) 
• Type ofPacilie Bell network service and capacity available: 
- ISDN 64 Kbps - 1.544 Mbps 
- SMDS 1.544 Mbps - 34 Mbps 
- Frame Rday 56/64 Kbps - 1.54 Kbps 
- ATM 45 Mbps, 155 Mbps 
• Network Topology (Linked physical and logical configuration, i.e. a map of 
the network) 
Figure 5.1 Decisions affected by capacity planning (Stallings 93)(Pacifc Bell 95) 
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To insure in tcroperabi lity of Monterey l3ayNet network components. Ihese areas 
were explored in detail and decisions were agreed upon hcfore purcilasing routers. 
CSIJ/DS\Js and other network components and services (Bigelow 95) 
It is not only important 10 consider how capacity affects future decisions, hut also 
how constraints are associated with that capaci ty. Capacity constrilints include medium 
or c ircuit speed. protocol processing speed. and speed of the packet switches 
(Lynch, Rose 93). Additional consideration of these limitations may affect the choice of 
media, protocol, and type of network communication service 
After limi tations of the chosen capacity are idcntified , methods of optimizing the 
selected capacity called capacity relie/methods can be explored and factored into the 
design of the network topology Some methods for capacity rel ief are displayed in 
Figure 5.2. 
• increasc link bandwidth by topology changes 
• parilllcl c ircuits with load sharing 
• private transmi ssion fac ili ties (wireless) 
• Inverse multiplexing 
Figure 5.2 Capacity relief methods (Stallings 93). 
Redund;;ncy in capacity and reliability is provided by alternate paths through the 
County Offices of Education to the Il igh Schools. Provision for an additional future 
;;dministrative network capability in Monterey BayKet increases the total capacity by 
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providinr, parallel circuitry. lh~ usc ofwircless TI capacity was discu$Sl:d to provi(k 
lntl:rnl:! service conncction between thc Monterey and Santa Cru7. county sl:ctions ofthc 
nl:[work, but two indcpendent network connections from California State University 
Network (CSUnet), one to each county section of the net"'ork. were chosen instead This 
choice was cost effective. more redundant for enhanced reliability 
More importantly. these choices were in compliance with CU[[l:nt inter-LATA 
regulatory restrictions. Normally. current federal regulations only permit long distance 
carriers (e.g. AT&T. MCI. SPRINT) telecommunication accl:ss bctwl:en 
telccommunication distr icts called Local Access and Transport Areas (LAlAs) Thc 
Monterey county portion orthe network is in LATA 8 and the Santa Cruz county portion 
of the network is in LATA 1. Instead of a single Internet service connection for all of 
Monterey BayNet. each LATA has its own Internet Sl:fvice connection. This eliminates 
the need for long distance carrier service \0 communicate Internet service between 
LATA I and LATA 8 
C. RJ:t:L1AHlLlTY 
Reliability refers to the slItainability of network operations over the short term. 
Network managers have several different measures for reliahility as shown in Figure 5.3 
These items when considered together torm an import.mt indication to the 
networK manager regarding how well the network is performing. The firs t two items in 
Figure 5.3 are almost self- explanatory. MBTF answers the question of "how often and 
how hard it breaks." A1TTR indicates "how effectively we can fix it." Availability 
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• Mean time between failures (MTBF) 
• Mcan time to repair (\-fTTR) 
• Avai lability (Percell! Up-time -; [Total Timt: - Down Time]! Total Time) 
• Response timt:s 
Figure 5.3 Measures of reliability (Lynch, Rose 93). 
indicates the performance of the network in terms ofthc percentage of time that the 
nctwork is available as a service to all subscribers. Response lime is an indication of how 
well (or how poorly) the network is perfonning its service. It is experienced by tht: user 
as the speed or sluggisllJless with which an application running acruss the network 
perfonns. These concepts will be discussed further ill Chapter VI and are important 
concepts when running a network operating center (NOe). 
t-,.·Iethods to increase network reliabi lity arc listed in figure SA 
• redundant regional backbones 
• Illultiple connections to backbone suppliers 
• fail-over back-up routing 
• robust topologies with path separation between 
• stock of ready spares 
Figure 5.4 Methods to increase nt:twork reliability(Lynch. Rose 93). 
Reliabil ity in Monterey BayNet is provided hy ( 1) multiple connections to 
service provider (CSlJ net), i.e . one for the Monterey county portion of the network and 
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one for the Santa Cruz portion, (2) back-up routing of the Internet \0 K-12 schools from 
the scrvice provider through the 11 conncction to the County offices of Education, and 
(3) a rohust network topology with separation of connections in the provision of 
physically separate administrative and student networks 
U. SUMMARY 
Capacity and reliability are fundamentally important in the operational planning 
of a network because togethcr they contribute to the functionality and performance of the 
network_ Performam;e is central to the long term sustainability of Monterey l3ayNet 
because it involves meeting educator, researcher and user requirements for an 
information resource they can depend on consistently for their information needs. 
Su~tainability is an economic issue as wel l as a performance issue. Capacity and 
reliability have costs, and it is important to halance performance needs against costs 
Costs of connectivity 10 the Internet (CSUnet), of site cotulectivity and redundant links 
(Pac Bell), of network management , and costs of ready sparcs must be balanced against 
the benefits of the network and availablt: funding. The value of network and Internct 
infonnation resources must be assessed against the costs so that the point of poinl of 
diminishing marginal rcturns is not exceeded (Emery 87) . Network managemcnt 
functions optimize performance and minimize costs to increase sustain,\bility of 
Monterey BayNe! 
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VI . NETWORK OPERATING CENTER (NOC) FUNCTIONS 
A. INTROI)L;CTION 
"A well-functioning Network Operations Center (NOe) is critical to the 
successfu l operation of a network" (Lynch, Rose 9]) . Network operations ensure that 
the hardware and software components ofa network run efficiently and effectively 
(California Department of Education ')4) Thi s is eritical lo the success orlhe education 
miss ion uflhe j\'lonterey Bay Net The use of interactive multimedia in TTlaIly classrooms 
will produce large and rapidly varyi ng data rates, thus requiring adequate bandwidth 
The Noe is the location of a network management station and personnel who run the 
network , This may be a single, remotely monitored microcomputer workstation tel! 
smaller networks. Larger networks typically have network management workstations on 
the desks of the marlagcr ofthc faci lity, network programmcrs, network operators, and at 
the help desk 
A coll ection of documents called "Rcquest fo r Comments (RFCs)" 
usenll body of histo rica l, technical, informative and administra tive knowledge concerning 
the cvolut ion and operation of the Internet, and the day-to-day operation of the NOC 
Originally, they g rew informally_ Some evolved into Internet standards, others remain 
"For Your Information" (FY I). The collection is extensive (presently there are more 
than 1700) and continues to glOW. RFCs are numbered in chronological order The 
scope oflOpie matter is also extensive RFCs ale among the many important tools fo r the 
proper managing of networks and will be referrecl to freque nt ly 
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I\'etwork management software is also essential in the operation of the NOC 
"FYI on a Network !v!anagement Tool Catalog: Tools for Monitoring and LJcbugging 
TCP/IP lnternets and Interconnected Devices" (RFC 1147) provides a 126 page 
tutorial on network management and a l:atalog of network management toots Tools 
specific to the netw(l rk management funl:tional areas will be discussed with each area 
B. FAULT MANAGE'lEN'1 
The goals of fault management l:an be enumerated in order of priority as foll o",s 
(Aidarous, Plevyak 94) 
• to restore service in the presence offaults 
• to discover the root cause (the smallest repairable unit that contains 
the fault) 
• timely and t:fficient rt:pair of the fault, wnscrving labor and material 
• to collect and analyze information on the cost of ser,/ice interruption 
and cost of repai r, so that a good balanl:t: ofr<::sources can be allocated 
to achieve a balance between service and costs 
figur<:: 6.1 Goals of network fault management (Aidarous, Plevyak 94) 
1. Network Monitoring Display 
A.'lost network management software programs have Graphical User Interlaces 
(GUl) to display network management in a variety of user-friendly and informative 
views Network maps can be presented geographically (Figure 6.2), topologically 
(Figur<:: 6 3), in a partitioned view (Figure 6.4), or wi th individual hardware component 
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indications (Figure 6 5) Maj or design criteria of such displays includes the rapid and 
cfticit:nt identification, isoiatlOn, and repai r ofnt:\work faults . In addi tion to automatic 
updates and intuit ive display feamres , certain network management ~oftware programs 
permit query of network components and fum;tio ns for more information These features 
combine to make modern network managt:men\ systems proactivt: in optimizing network 
performance, and reactive in signaling network failures that requ ire immediate operato! 
act ion to prevent a system-wide fa ilure 
Geographic displays (Figure 6.2) place emphasis on the relal ive physical location 
of components and long-dis tance link s, as wdl as the types of connections and nodes 
Topological displays (Figure 6 J) emphasize network management on a site level and are 
more funct ional than positional These usually include routing equipment anrl 
communications media , The partitioned view (Figure 6.4) of a network further 
decomposes the network to "end-systems equipment" (workstations, servers, printers etc ) 
with a focus on individual equipment link s. The component level (Figu re 6 ,5 ) stresses 
the status of individual equipment hardware or sofiware It can be in graphical or tabular 
form 
Some displays start wi th a very high, abstract level (one icon at the root level to 
represent the enti re network), and consecutive clicks on the icons decompose the display 
into successively more levels of detail , until the bottom component is reached Many 




Figun:6.4 NctworklillkVicwMap C l995Raca1-Datacom. 
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Fi&uJl: 6.5 EquipmcruView OI995Raca1-Datacom 
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Some network management software has color coded component icons and links 
in displays 10 indicate the state of the network dynamically (Table 6, I). On some 
applications, normal operating link color can vary on a continuous color scale with 
higher traffic !low as shov.n in Table 6.1, In addition, links and icons can be selected 
with a mouse to open another window that can display the attributes or the selected 
component 
ICON COl ,OR LINK COLOR STATlJS MEANING 
BLIIE BLACK Unknown Indeterminate 
BLI'E·PI 1RPLF. Normal Normal Operation 
-/EUJ}-rr -,'SLUr; Marginal Objeet Impaired 
REO REO Critical Non Functional 
Tahle 6. 1 Icon and link dynamic display color scheme (IBM 93) 
2_ Network Faults, Fault Identification Hnd Isolation 
There are basically Iwo categories of network faults (IBM 93) 
• ~ • hardware or software failures at a specific node 
• Conneetjvlty Errors - lack of communication between nodes, usuall y 
attributable 10 a subtle device error 
Figure 6.6 Categories of network faul ts (IBM 93). 
Most device CTIors. or ("hard" failures) arc indicated clearly and unambiguously on the 
network management station displays at the time of their occurrence. Location and 
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isolation i~ oftcn possible using the network management station 
Con nectivity errors are more dilticult to diagnose, often involvi ng degradation of 
perfo rmance or fau lts of an imermittent nature Symptoms of conrlectiv lty errors include 
• User received an error that a remotc systcm cO llld not be foun d 
- remote system was powered off 
- a component was removed 
- hostname-to-]P map pinK problem 
-gateway does not have remotl;.': system in its routing tablcs 
Figure 6.7 Symptoms of connectivity errors (IBM 93). 
To test whethel' a connectivity probkm is the cause tor the degraded condit ion, 
the following actions can be taken a t the network management station (18M 93) 
1, Select a polling test at the IP, TCP, and Sj';'l\1P iaYl;.':rs and 
ascenain whet her the remote site is connected to the management station 
2 Conduct a ping test to verify connectivity at thl;.': IP layer and determine 
the numbcr (or percentage) of packets sent that were lost 
3. Locate Alternate Route Betwl;.':en Nodes to circumvent traffic around the 
prohlem area 
4, Gather connectivity information to the remote nodc 
- gateway routing tables fo r the remote node 
- address translat ion tables for the remote node 
- determine IP and link addresses for the remote S!\'MP node 
- determine network selviees avai lable on the remote node 
- usc pmg to detl;.': rrn inc the route between remote node 
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3, Alarm Generation and Threshold Definition 
Before alarm generation can be addressed, the concept of "events" (or SNlvtp 
Haps) must be introduced. Events are generated hy all agents (remote nodes on the 
network in communication with the network management stat ion) when certain 
conditions occur at that agent. Examples of this include 
• a preset threshold limit was exceeded 
• network topology l:hanged (components added or deleted) 
• an error occurred (inconsistent or unexpected hehavior) 
• an object (router, workstation, pri nter. server etc,) or interface (port) 
changes status to up or down in response to a ping 
• node configuration changes 
• an SNMP trap received from a managed node 
Figure 6.8 Examples of Network Agent Events (IRM 93), 
Event s are categorized and numbered according to a standardized numbering 
scheme and logged automatically in an event log file Table 6.2 shows an example list of 
numbered events (IBM NetView/6000 93). Additional information about the agent is 
provided by an SNMP trap, This additional information includes the agents' ohject (data 
fiel d). IP address of that agent, event nu mher, ti me stamp, name oflhe node. 
enterprise-specifil: variables and event description. Events can then be handled using an 
applil:ation that creates a dynamil: events display. Figure 6.9 shows an example events 
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display, After an event is gcm:ratt:d, displayed and logged as described above, 





Link l ip 
Authentication Failure 
EGP I\eighbor Loss 
Enterprise Specific 
Table 6,2 Even! numbcr vs. evcnt descriptions (IBM 93). 
4. Alarm Processing 
Alarms arc generated when certain events occur or predefined operator 
performance limits arc violated. The alarms may be audible. visual or some comhlnation 
of both. An update of the dIsplay typically accompanies the alanning condition to assist 
in rapid identilication of the fa ilure 
5. Trouble Ticketing 
When an incident is created by an event, by an alarm, or by the operator, a 
trouhle ticket can be gcnerated, A trouble ticket is a file and a hard copy form As with 
the generation of many alanns, the generation of trouble tickets is a function of 
limits preset by the network operator. The t rouble ticket is created to assist operators in 
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tracking prob lems Irorn onset through resolu tion It also records fault indications and 
alarms In some network management systems. e-mail notificalions are automatically 
created and transmitted to various concerned individuals when thl: trouble ticket is issued, 
and automatic pager activation is also possible Activities taken dwing problem 
resolution and those that actually solved the problem are recmded along with lhe rest of 
the data. This data can be used lor trend analysis or as a troubleshouti ng reference if the 
same or similar failure occurs in the future "NOC Internal Integrated Trouble Ticket 
System Functional Specification Wishlist ('NOC TT Requirements' )" (RFC 1297) 
pl-esents a detailed description of an architecture for an integrated trouble ticket system 
6. Troubleshooting Tools 
In addition to the automated tools olTered to network operators by fault 
management software programs, there are some other tools that can give network 
operators additional capabilities in their troubleshooting efforts 
"FYI on a Network Management. Tool Catalog: Tools for Monitoring and 
Debugging TCPilP internets and Interconnected Devices " ( RFC 1470) prov ides 
192 pages of information on hundreds of different network troubleshooting software 
tou ls, For each item the catalog provides a standard description, listing name , 
keywords, abstract, mechanism, caveats, bugs, limitations, required hanJware and 
software, and availabil ity. Then: is also an exhaustive cross reference catalog of 
software tools sorted hy keyword. "A Primer on Internet and TCPIIP Too!s· (RFC 
1739) is a 4S-page introductory guide that covers TCP/JP based utilities and 
applications It describe~ the software-based 1001, its application and (in many cases), 
how it works. It also provides session examples of many uti lities "Echo P ro toco l" 
(KfC 8()2) gives additionill information on the plIIg procedure 
Three orlhe most common tools are discussed below: pillg, fracerollit', and 
IIslookliP All of them are present on Unix platforms. pinx was included in the 
r>.Iicrosofi Windows and Macintosh (MacTeP Watcher) software builds distributed to 
Monterey BayNet workstations (Bigelow (5) 
In the late 1970s the only tool that was used for network "management" was 
called the Internet Control Message Protocol (leMP). ICMP is an integral part orthe 
IP (Internet Protocol). It provides a way to transfer control information and feedback 
about errors, abnormal condit ions, and query results from remote routers and hosts to the 
source of a message datagram for remed ial action (Stallings 93). from a fault 
management perspective, the most useful feature of ICMP is the "echo-echo reply" 
feature because it provides an indication that communication is possible across a 
connection. Another message pair is called "timestamp-timestamp reply" which can be 
used to measure the delays that a packet experiences across a network (Stallings 93) The 
most widely used of these procedures is the ICI\.11' ping procedure (Packet In ternet 
Groper - acronym courtesy Dr David Mills) 
ping performs many functions, such as verifying whether a network device or 
network can be reached, or verij)'ing the operation of a particular device observer. The 
usefulness of ping lies in the fact that it can be used to confirm the operational status of 
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any r~rnote host or add ressable network component. It is used to de termine round-trip 
times from which t raffic condi tions, congestion, and bottlen ec ks can be in terred 
Figur e 66 is an actual example il lustrat ion some or the ways thai the pillg procedure can 
be used , If plllg [hostllameJ or pill~ [I P address] is the only command g iven, then the 
return is a simple statement whether or not the packet has returned (i ,e "host is alive") 
Diffe rent ping options exi st to include the number of ICJ\..1J' Echo_Req uest 
da tagrams sent, th l;; number of Echo_R esponse datagrams received, and/or round t rip 
times (illS) When the -S switch is used as shown in Figure G, 10 (switch options may 
vary), the pillg will retransmit the specified packet size (default is 64 bytes) fo r 11 
specified numher of repe t i ti on~ (e g 10) A summary block appears with information on 
number o f IP datagrams sent , number received, percent packet l o~~ (note the missing 
datagram sequence numbers 7 and 10), and round trip times (ms)- minhwglmax The 
major lim itation of pillg is that it cannot he used to determine which component in a 
senal train is re~ponsible for lack of pillg return 
/\s it s name implies, Iracl'rolile is a tool that i ~ used to discover the actual route 
taken by packets from source to destination. It permits collection ofin fonna tion about 
intermediate nodes to the destination. lraceroule is built upon the [eMP time-exceeded 
error (time-to-live or /(1) reponing mechanism (Lynch 93) Sometimes III is also kno wn 
as the "hop count" With each node that a packet passes along the route, III is 
decrement ed by 1 When a packet arrives at an intermediate router with a 111 == 0, that 
router sen ds the packel back 10 the originating hos t with informat ion on its identification 
and time The III tield is then inCTI;::mented at a val ue 1 higher by the originating host 
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pillg from Naval Postg raduate School, Monterey, California 10 various world loca tions 
(use IP address o r domain nam~, comments in parent hesis) 
<f,G 'il~"n(SUJLOS) /,agan_u I /Jm lr~ptin> !JlIIl!. 13 1. 12050 1 (SrmNI:1 ·//0 ! /JER) 
1,1 .1 2050, 1 j, at.\'l' 
«'7 "'~m,(SunOS) /,"glln_ul/dmll~ran> pili;.! I, I, 120.254, 51 rRi/lJlNET 1I0riTER IDCAI) 
I J I 120254 51 ;, " I ; "~ 
<"Ji~ sa~.n(SHHOS) Is~g"n_ul!d,n tr~pan> pi,,!: ,1 rBARRNET RUUIER Sl>l NFOND) 
1311 19.75.1;,"1,,,,, 
ping nic,drln mil IA/Il. ,V!:T ;v!('j 
<71 ~aJ!:an(SunOS ) Isagan_Ll llrlm l r~r all--"" filii;:: rhi hi.' (ICELA/I//J) 
! hi hl is " " I ~ ~I' 
ping ll- lOky"_ Il~jr (JAPAN; 
P"'I{. r~b\' hui,a~, 1 (ISfUt.L) 
pi"!!- mcmva~.m~murJ(). g"v (ANTA!l.CTlCA) 
(u.wx Prompt Back) 
Ping -5 option fro m Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California 
to the Monterey County Office of Education, ]0 limes in I second 
intervals with 64 Byte datagrams 
<lOX ailair{SunOS) Isa~an_u I ldmlr~p"n> rU"lx P,."mpl bad) 
Fi gure 6 10 ping featu res (comments in parenlhesis) 
and re-transmitted . By rereatedly incrementing the III field , subsequent nodes can bt: 
identitied The process is repeated until rackets reach the final destination. As shown in 
figure 6. I 1. an actual Ira,errJII/(' was conducted between 1\aval Postgraduate School and 
the American base at McMurdo Bay, Antarctica The screen shows name and IP address 
of each router along the path and round trip times to each node If apltlg failu re occurs , 
the location of the failure is denoted by the IH symbol 
lracemu/e from 1\aval Postgraduate School. Monlney, C1\ to Antarctica 
<(,4 sag"n(SunOS1 Is~~"n_u l ldmlrcpan> /I"Ien-auk J1I"m""~.mn"urJ".~,,\' 
<(,5 ,a~~n(SunOS) /'"g"I '_ u I IJ111Irc'pan> 
Figure 6, 11 Truceroule to Antarctica 
mlovkup is a tool used to query nameservels concerning entries in the Domain 
Name System (DNS) database that pel1ains to a particular host or domain. (RFC 1739) 
'"A Primer on Internet and TCP/JP Tools" shows the most common use of mlookllp is to 
determine host systems IP address from its name (Figure 6.12) or the hosts name from its 
IP address. The IIsluokup session can be non-int eractive or interact ive, and it displays a 
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uniqu~ prompt during the interactive session IIs/ookllp has a set of preferences and 
modes called "option settings" that can be accessed using the "SET" command at the 
1I.I'/OOkllp prompt (Albitz 93) EXIT is used to quit th~ IIs/ookllp appl ication In Figure 
6 12, m"/()ukup is typed without an argument, signalling the start of an in teractive 
session The name and IP addr~ss of the originating host arc giv~n and then a > promp1 
-~~~--~--~--
Type NI-/o(Jklljl with no argument to enler the interactive mode 
> rn",,,,",onlerey.kI2.ca .us 
S~rver: np,navymi] 
A(ldr~,s ]11.120.254 52 
N'-'n·~llthnnla!ivc an~wer 
Name: me"" m()n l~ re\' j.;12.~a.ll< 
Addr~S$ 205 1 SS 43.2 
S~rver nP<'''"''Y ,rnii 
Addre,s, 13112025.1 .52 
NJrn~, ARC] NSN,NASAUOV 
Addr~"s 1 92.2(1.' .23n S 
". 131 11 \l75.J 
&1""'-- nps, na",,'rnll 
Acldre-,~: UJ 120.254 .52 
Narn". o<u·]'haatlCI .nc[ 
Addre<s ), 1,1 19.75 1 
<: In "llair,SunOS) I,"~an _ u I /dmlr~p"n'" 
(1"leraCI'V~ ",od~ J.< ~maed .... ile" 110 "'-':(1,"",,,1 
("unlcd DNS na",~ alll1" pm",p/) 
Il'ello."edIPaddrc.,,) 
(",saled II' add"e,',' (J/ Ihe prompr) 
("dum~d DII'S "mild 
Figure 6. 12 flslookup examples 
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appears. Wnen tne domain name oft ne rvlontelcy county office of education 
(mcoc montcrey,kl 2 ca,us) is entered, Ils/(Jukup retu rns tne addless oftne MCOE 
nameserver, 20S J55 ,41,2 An IP address is then entered, and tne host name 
ARC I NS 1\ NA SAGOV retw ned Anothel IP address entered, and the hostname 
su-b,barrnet net is re turned To exit the session, EXIT is typed 
C. N~TWORK ACCOUNTING MANAGEMENT 
Accounting management invo lves the ability to "answel f01" tne IJse of tile 
network hy individual schools and other sites It involves systems tha t identify costs and 
enable charges to be established fOl" the use of network resources, "Intemet Accounting 
Rackground" (RFC 1272) discusses alternatives in metering selvices and network usage 
reporting, and "Resource Allocation, Control, and Accounting for the Use of Network 
Resources" (KFC LH6) discusses network resource allocation, (;ontrol and ac(;Ounting 
Rl"asons for Network Accounting and Requirenlents 
Figure 6 lJ lists several reasons why it is important to account fo r the use of the 
network (Stallings 93) Because some of the information may ultimately involve the 
exchange of money, network accounting information is often protected from 
unauthorized access and tampering by the implementation of additional security features 
(firewalls, en(;rypt ion, additional passwords, etc,) 
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• prevent one user or group from abusing access priveledgcs and loading 
down the network at the expense of others 
• assist users make more efficient use of the network 
• provide data for future growt h projections and planning 
• provide accurate data on usage for billing purposes 
Figure 6.13 Rt:asons for network accounting (Stallings 93) . 
RfC 1272 offers so me additional motivations for usage report ing, listed in Figure 6.1 4 
• understand/influence behavior-feedback to ~ubscribers on their own usage 
• measure policy compliance of~ubscribers 
• rational cost allocation and recovery 
Figure 6 . 14 Additional reasons for network accounting (RFC \272). 
Network accounting also requi res the establishment of a database. The minimum 
amount of information for this database (modified fo r Monterey BayNet applicat ion) 
includes 
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• nam!: of s(;hool or orgdnization (subscriber) 
Figun~ 6 . .15 Network accounting information (Ajdarous 94) 
To facilitate accounting, a network inventory must be maintained Inventory 
management is required for aG(;ount management be(;ause network resour(;es must be 
known before usage orlhe resources is assessed. It involves a listing for location and 
identification numbers of network Gomponents ~u(;h a~ husts, routt'rs. and bridges, the 
location of individual computers, networking software and site administrator (Lynch 93) 
Some network management systems use an inventory database in conjunction 
with their fault management system or trouble ti(;keting system so that network resources 
can be readily identified when faults o(;(;u[. This inventory database may be populateci in 
a variety of ways. First and most obvious, thl: data (;an be inserted manually. 1'01' large 
networks, tbis job (;an be burdensome and time (;onsuming Some network management 
systems (cg. AIX Net'View/GOOO) have an "Automatic Network Discovery" feature 
When anivat!:d. the manageml:nt station automatically polls tht network from the 
mana.~ement station outwarci, populating a network topology database with resource and 
configuration information as it come~ back from the netwmk agents Special applications 
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allow the management program to map and communicate with nodes that use protocols 
other than Sl'.7v(P/TP This information is used to generate the graphical network display 
and can be expo ned for other uses. such as inventory management and accounting 
IBM's AIX Trouble Ticket/GOOO can impon information from the network topology data 
hase to populate its inventory database (IBM Trouhle Ticket/6000 Users Guide 93) 
primarily for rapid fault isolation and then for inventory management 
2. Network Cost Sharing and Cost Accounting 
Network accounting management also includes the suhJect of cosl sharing 
Before costs can be shared, they must be measured and accounted for Co,}! mxoulllillg 
involves enumerating known costs for the purpose of controlling cOSts and planning the 
optimum utilization of network resources (Verma 94). There are twO opposing mcthod~ 
on recovering network costs (Paradi 95) certlralb.:d r;o.~' aCCOll!lting. where top 
management (e,g. County Ollice ofEducatioll) treats network operations as a single cost 
center. or end-user cost accouflling. where network operations is treated as a profit center 
In the centralized cosl accounting approach, network operations is treated as a 
single fixed cost or overhead and suhscribers do not share directly in the cost of the 
network An example would be when the County Ofl:1ce pays all costs of the i'<etwork 
This scheme has some drawbacb ft has been shown (Paradi 95) that there is significant 
wastage of resources. hogging of resources by some subscribers at the e,"pense of others, 
and poor de6sions made on the use of resources since there is no fisc,al incentive to guide 
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decision making When there is no incentive for cost reduction, unprofitable investments 
detrirnentallO the organization arc more likely, Nevertheless, the main advantage of the 
centralized cost accounting approach is that it simple 10 arlminister 
The elld-user cos/ accoulllillg approach is consumption-based and involves the 
sharing of network costs by billing network subscribers (schools and organizations) 
directly ("chargcbacks"), Chargcbacks (an be computed from simple division of tot a! 
COSI equally among subscribers, charging subscribers strictly according to usage, or most 
often some combination of the Iwo, Research suggests (Willits 85) that if price or 
chargeback of network services is based on actual costs, then accurate cost allocation 
must be performed. This requires identitication ofspeciflcjixrd costs (costs that arc 
insensitive to amount of usage) and variahle cosls (costs that vary directly wi th usage) 
Network subscribers share fixed costs equally and each arc charged directly for their own 
luriahie cosl 
Actual network variahle usage lIlust be measured by a network management 
system A common met ric used to measure consumption of network resources is the 
number of 256-byte packets transferred through a given interface Other variable cost 
metric.~ are processing time (milliseconds) for shared processing, megabyte-hours for 
shared data storage, and number of lines for shared printing (Paradi 95) 
Fixed network cOSts include equipment and hardware, building, utilities, and 
staffi ng, service provider charges (if on a tixed, monthly rate) and telecommunication 
provider (;hargcs (if on a fixed, monthly rate) 
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Tow! COSI based on the sum offixed cos/ and varlUhte cosls (Figure 6.16), must 
be computed separately for each network subscriber fhe charge for each subscriber is 
based un total (;OSI 
CONSUMPl1ON BASED OiARGEBACK SYSlBt 
::~J' ~- .., R ..... = ~ ~M) ••.•.• .• .• ~;:: 8 : ." •..•. 
--:,-.-:1-. 1' "' .. .• -..•...• ...•...•.. 
,. 
Figure 6.16 Fixed, variable and tutal costs. 
Some (Bergeron R6) cite tht: advantages of imposing a consumption-based 
chargcback system tl.l discourage wastage of network resources because with adequate 
cost infonnation, subscribers can modifY wasteful consumption by making cost cutting 
decisions. A network management system is essential in the fair and efficient sharing of 
resources regardless orlne network charging method used. Additionally, the response of 
users to the chosen cost allocation method must be considered 
viewing (;harging purely as a (;Ost allocation me(;hanism fails to 
recognize that charges have a direct influence on user attitudes, behavior, 
and decisions, and that the main motivation underlying charging is usually 
to control computing activities through this influence on users. Charging 
will only be fully cffe(;tive ifthest: underlying management control 
objectives are explicitly considered in designing the charge-out system , so 
as to ensure that the desired influence does occur (Bernard 77) 
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Others argue that d irect charging of subscribers for network services d i ~l,;OlIrages 
util ization orlhese services (Quinlan 89). Furthermore, detailed cost accollrlting appears 
(;ont rary to an educational mission which encourages free, open, and innovative network 
by educators and students. In the case of Monterey BayNe!, the variable usage melfies 
appear neither necessary nor desired The sites purchase their own hardware and Aat rate 
fraille Relay servi(;1;.': from Paci fi c Bell The remaining network administration costs 
(Network Operating Center Network lnformati on Cenler, network servers etc) are fixed 
in nature, These fixed cosb can he divided equally among till;:: sites The benefits of this 
<:harging sdeme is that it presents an economy of scale, The co~t of the network does not 
list proportionately with the number of sites A fixed cost divided by more site~ means 
lower charges per site 
A network accounting d"ta base i~ required to support a chargeback system 
Items maintained incl ude si tes, ~ite administrator~, addres~cs, e-mail, and phone 
1lI11nbers. It soon becomes apparent that a hig disadvantage of a consumption oriented 
charging system is Ihat it requi res significant cost to administer (Emery 87), In some 
cases, this cost may preclude its use in favor of charging methods th,,! arc easier to 
administer RfC 1272 cites the chief deterrent to usage n:porting is the cost of measuring 
usage which includes three componenTs listed in Figure 61 7 
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• Rl:porting/coliect ion Overhead (also adds additional computing, traffic and 
storage loads) 
• Post-processing Overhead (reports, bi lls, collect revenue, etc.) 
• Sewrity Overhead (mechanisms to protect from disclosure and 
manipulation) 
Figure 6. 17 Delerre nts to usage report ing (RFC 1272) . 
The costs of a complex network accounting system fa r outweigh any ofit ~ 
benefits when evaluated again.~t the educational mission ofK-12 schools and is not 
recommended for Monterey BayNet 
3. Other Uses of Network Accounting Information 
Last, network accounting management may include managing input for network 
software services. Stanford University Network (SUNet) and Bay Area Research 
Network (Bl\!tRNet) use a system called Net DB (Lynch 93) to perform this task. NetDB 
is a network manageml:nt system built around a relational database that contains 
infomlation about network components and their relationships, host names, IP addresses, 
networking software, locations (inventory), remote system administrator and more. This 
data is used as input fo r software services such as the Domain Name System (DNS) for 
creating new hierarchical hostnames, Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) for booting network 
nodes that do not have boot instructions within the device, as well as AppJeTalk tables 
and IP rOUling tables for routing (Cady 95) 
D. CON FIG URA TlON AND NAME MANAGEMENl 
Configuration management includes service provisioning (assignmelll of services 
and privileges to end users) and rcsoun.:c provisioning (adjust resources to sat isfy the 
t;'xpecl ed servi(;c dema nd) (Aidarous 90). It is the sct of capabil ities "that exercises 
control over, identifies, collects data from, and provides data to remote agents to ass ist in 
the continuous operation ofinterCOllncction services" (Sugarbroad 90) Among these 
capabilities are maintain ing, adding, or updating network (;omponents and links 
Configuration Management is a primal)' network management function 
because it is responsible for putting the network in place It also fine tunes 
the configuration fo r 
databases. Finally, 
status for use by other network management function~ (Aidarous 94) 
Configuration managtmtnt is requi red because a netwo rk is composed of many 
different components tha t can bt linktd toget her in a very large variety of ways_ A 
cont inuous proactive decis ion-maki ng process is required to moni to r and maintain 
optimulll network configurat ion Network co nfigurat ion is also concerned with 
initializing and gracefully te rminat ing part o r a ll of the network. Name management is 
included with configu ration because naming of co mponents is closely associated with 
provisioning and configuring of individual components of the network 
School and si te requirements d ictate tha t tllty be info rmed whenever a network 
configuration change might affect them. They also need to be informed of the fmal status 
of changing network resources and components as well 
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Configuration Parameters 
rhe tirs! aspect of configuration management considered is conliguring of 
IIdwo,-k pro/lJco/.I Net work protocols are conventions governing the way routers 
cooperate to exchange data between themselves and end-terminal s (Stallings 94) 
Ndwork protocols dic tate ndwork address formatting ju~t as a lettn has a standard 
address format to fa<.:ilitate delivery through the postal system Components must be 
configured with the same network protocC'lrq in order to communicate 
Jhen: afC two classes of network protocols cOllnectioll-oriel/led and 
,:ollllcCliollles.\'. Connection-oriented protocols estahlish d require positive indication 
of a connection between parties before any data is transferred. Connectionless protocols 
are like delivering a Jetter to the postal service. The data is simply delivered to the 
m:lwark without any prior connection being established between parties. It is assumed 
that it will reach Its destination, Just as a letter is assumed to reach its destination when it 
is mailed The most common network protocols are described in Table 6.3 
By far the most popular. most ubiquitous and widely used of the network 
proloeo ls is TP (and rdated protocols, lC!vlP and ARP) Because of these factors, its 
simplicity, and adequate functionality, IP is the sole network protocol of Monterey 
BayNet. Initial thoughts of using additional network protocols were rejected by group 
consensus because any additional performance and functi onali ty gained would be more 
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Apl,leTalk Apple Compuler, Inc . pl'opri~la'y nelwml pmtocoi fOI 
{·omillunic.ation hetw~ccll apple prod uc ls a nd other computers 
SNA 
XNS 
(Syslems Network Alc! l1tccIlIIC) IBM's ]ll'oprielary 1l~lwor~ protm:.ol 
used by IBM maintramc and IBM-Compatible compuTer, 
(Xerox Network Sy<;tem) Xem.x pm prietllry network protoco l 
Tahle 6.3 Network protocols (Lynch, Rose 93) 
[he next configuration task is to assign rOlllmg prolocols Routing protocols 
allow routers in a network to communicate address forv.·arding infonnation between each 
other for efficient transfer of datagrams (data packets) through a network . 'rhis 
addn:ss-forwarding infonnation is formatted in address tahles. ~A TCP/lP Tutorial" 
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(RFC 1180) includes 2R p~gcs of explanation on events involved in routing IP datagrams 
through a network 
Routing protocols are divided into two categories dis/alice vector and Imk slm,' 
Routers that use dis/alice \'eL'lor protocols base datagram forwarding on the port with the 
fewest number of nodes (intermediate routers) to the destination. This is calculated aileI 
receiving address tables from the neighbors on each port indicating how far each of them 
is from the destination node_ Each router in a serial train (series of consecutive routers) 
sends the datagram out the port with the lowest number of nodes toward the destination 
\n link slale protocol, each router determines the identity of its neighbors and 
number of links to each neighbor. This information is placed into a link state packet 
(I,SP) and periodically broadcast to the surrounding routers (Lynch, Rose 93). Based 
upon the information in the J ,SP database, a route to a destination is computed and used 
to generate a fonvarding database that will tell the router which neighbor (port) it should 
forv.-ard datagrams for each possible destination in the network This forwarding 
database only changes if there is a change in the network The change would signal re-
computing and storing new values in the forwarding database, Thus instead of 
hroadcasting entire address tables into the network as in distance vector protocols, m 
link state protocol The LSP's are hroadcast and tables are generated internally to each 
router, Because less handwidth (less data) is required for link state than distance vector 
routing protocol, link state protocols are typically more efficient for larger networks 
Networks can be partitioned into subnetworks called aulol/umollS .l"yslem.1 
Protocols that route helween autonomous systems are (ailed interdomain routing 
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protocols. Protocol s that roule wilhin autonomous systems arc (;aJkd intradomain routing 













rable 6.4 Routing protocols (Lynch, Rose 93) 
After considerahle discussion on the advantages and disadvantages oflhe routing 
protocols, the 131.A Net Design tiger team dc(;idcd to implement IGRP as the routing 
protocol for Monterey Bay Net (Bigelow 95). Cisco routers WCTe chosen to "populate" the 
network_ IGRP, their pTopridary routing protocol. is preconfigured and simpkr 10 
implement on their products OSPF is good in large networks where bandwidth overhead 
must be minimized . OSPF was seriously considered vul Monterey Bayl\ct is moderate in 
size and routing protocol [ranie is not expected to be significant. IGfU> was chosen 
because it is simple to configure and easy to maintain (Bigelow (5) 
Besides network and routing protocol~, other configuration parameters for the 
network are the variety of media and interlace connections All these must he included 
in the router configuration For example, on the Local Area Network (LAN) side, 
Ethernet!1I02,3, token ring/S02 .S, or FOD! may be specified along with the specific 
interlace and the address oflhat interface (or port). On the wide-area network (\I,'AN) 
side, configuration settings might indude synchronous serial (Tln3), frame Relay, Of 
ATM (SONET) and associated intcrfal:e information (Montcrey BayNet u~e~ all three) 
In addition, each oflhese technologies has its own unique ~ubset of conflguration 
parameters 
Configuration management includes the ability to remotely identify network 
component~ and query them for information on their configuration status Each of the 
routers in Monterey Bayl\et has an assigned router name (which is also used in tile 
router's command line prompt), a "virtual" (read-only) pa~sword, an "cnable" (rcad-
write) password, at least one serial (WAN) port address, at least one cthernel (LAN) pon 
address, and some have up to 16 asynchronous dial- in pan addresses. AJrnost all of the 
abovc information is required to access and n::configurc a single router. It becomes 
rapidly apparent that somc form of assistance will be necessary when a configuration 
change in the network requires flawless updates to hundreds of routers 
There are many of methods for actually maintaining and updating component 
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configurations and relationships At this writing, some configuration methods tor routers 
( servers are similar) include 
• At each site, connect to the roUier console port with a laptop (or desk 
top) and modem 5oftware, insert passwords and setting~. This method is 
te rmed "out of hand" because it does not use the information carrying 
signal paths nor capacity (bandwidth) of the router 
• Use Ie/nella access the router through the serial (W Ao'\) port from a 
remote site, and insert configuration changes. It is important to note that 
some changes may require a reboot orlhe system, and if not inserted 
properly, local reboot at the si te will be required . This method is "in-band" 
• Use a workstation on the LAN that the routH is serving to enter 
configuration commands "in-band " through the router LAN (i.e Ethernet) 
port 
• Access the router over a telephone line "out of band" through a modem 
port liOln a remote workstation and modem software This is useful when 
the router must be rebooted locally 
Figure 6. 18 Router configuration methoos. 
Network management systems typically have a database containing the 
configuration parameters of all network components. IBM's SystemView NctView/6000 
(IBM NelView Users Guide 93) automatic discovery feature retrieves the following from 
nodes automatically equipment description, equipment lD, fon.varding status (whether 
this component acts as a gateway to fon.va rd datagrams or an end-station) , IP lind non-IP 
address tables, interface table (interface eutri es by number), location of equipment. and 
point of contact information For each node, some of these data entries can be 
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h. link address of destination 
c. intelface llame of the next node to destination 
• Service Configuration 
(TCP or UDP) 
I.: service receiving (SN1vlP, TELNET, unknown) 
Figure 6.19 Network node configuration parameters (IHM ')]) 
decomposed (figure 6, 19) on demand for more information 
Configuration management also includes roulejiflering and traffic/illerinx 
(Lynch, Rose 93) Desniptions follow 
Route/il/ering is the selective screening of routing table updates received 
between routers. This can be done to prefer (or deflect) routing information received 
frorn multiple external peers to pass traffic around I instead of through) a given network 
to optimize use of handwidth within the affected network Route filtering ean also be 
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llscd 10 prevent potentially incorrect rO'J\ing tab les from end-user siles from being !lIMher 
propagated Erroneou s routing tables can otherwise result in lost or significantly delayed 
data 
Traffic (pw:kl'l) fiffC!'ing is the selective scrccfling ufuser r.ialagrams based upon 
some predetermined criteria Sometimes also called 'Address FirewaJling' , it may be 
particularly applicable to Monterey BayNet, where it is desirable to rest rict some Internet 
sites from t he network or workstations to prevent K·8 children frorn exposure to 
inappropriate material (Bigelow 1995) This approach is untested and is the subject of 
intense te<.:hn ical debate. Traffic filtering might also be used to restrict or limi t the 
ability of a specific workstation to send or receive In this manner, certain workstations 
might be designated to send Lraffic and others to receive traffic 
2. Name Management 
Tile Domain Name Sy~teTl1 (DNS) provides for the translation between hoslnames 
(e.g. nps.navy.mil) and addresses (e.g. 131 .120.254,52) It is a scI of prot owls and 
distributed databases (domain nameservers), In July 1995, the database was distributed 
over more than 110,000 zones with over 4,852,000 hosg and 22.6 million users 
(McKin ney 95), DNS is a hierarchical naming ~ysteTl1 with eight generic (fun(;tional) 
domains and one geographic (count') Lop-level domain for each country in the world 
The country top-level domains arc derived from the ISO 3166 two-letter counl')' code 
and are listed in Appendix A (Fielding 94), The six generi(; codes are shown in Table 
(is. One levc! or tier helow, the top- level domains are divided into subdomains. and 
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Domllin (ontt'nls Example 
COM US Commercial 
EDU US Educational monterey.edu 
NET Nctwork cs.net 
MIL US Military nps.navy.mil 
GOV Other US Government nasa.gov 
ORG Non-Profit Organizations mbari .. org 
ARPA Old Style Arpanet ito.arpa.mil 
INT International U~ed by NATO 
NATO NATO Fieid Being replaced byint 
Table 6.5 Top-level domains (Lynch, Rose 93) (Fielding 94) 
each subdomain is divided into numerous sub-subdomains, etc This hierarchical 
structure forms a triangular collection of nodes undcr any ehoscn nodc. The triangular 
area under thc selected nodc is called a "zone" and each zone has an owncr For 
example, if another school v.<lnts to join thc domain of "monterey.kI2.ca.us", they would 
contact the person at the Monterey County Office of Education (MCDE) and get 
permission_ The Montcrey County Officc of Education had to get permission to join the 
·'kI2" domain. The per~on who owns the" kl2 n domain had to get permission to join the 
"ea" (California) domain Similarly the "ea" domain is part of the "us" (United States) 
domain 
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Proper for mulati on and assignment of host names and addresses is vital in the 
ability of users to communicate across the network, There are several tasks that mllst be 
completed when adding any new component (host) to Monterey BayNet shown in 
Figure (j20 (Bigelow 95)(RFC 1480) 
• Decide on a hostname, consistent with the scheme used to assign other hosts in 
the same domain, RFC 1180 ( The US Domain) contains guidance on the United 
States domain The domains of Monterey BayNet arc 
'santacruz k l2 ca us', Schools, district and 
"k 12" sub-domains, Host s arc individual servers, prUlIers, etc, at 
those facilities Other subscribers to Monterey BayNet such as libraries (lib), 
(org), and milital)' ( ,mil) fall under 
different subdomain 
• The network nodes or host are registered by filling out a US Domain 
Template per RFC 1480, and sending it to the US Domain Registrar 
( us-domam@isi,edu) 
• When approved. the name is configured into the appropriate routers, and 
namesei'vers of the network, The Internet service provider is notified in the 
event that updates are rleeded are needed for service provider namcservice 
equipment 
Fig ure 6.20 Hostname registration and assignment (RFC 1480) . 
"Requirements for Internet hosts - application and suppon" (RFC 1123), "Domain 
Names-Concepts and Facilities"(RFC I 034) and "Oomain names-tmplementation and 
Specificalion"(RFC 1035) contain additional detailed information on the Domain Name 
System and managing names in a network 
Although domain names are easier for people to remember and use. IP (Internet 
Protocol) addresses are the operational addresses used by machines (Cady ')5). They 
must he obtained and distributed 10 the schools and organizations In the network 
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Obtaining IP addresses is a separate activity fi-om assigning domain names. The network 
manager contacts the Internet service provider (CSLJnet, Bi\RRnet) or other regional 
regist ration authority. This information can be obtained at the central Internet RegislIY at 
Hostmastcr@INTERNIC. NET (RFC 1480) 
Name management includes generat ion or host tables fo r domain name service for 
the domain and entering them into the domain nameserver. These tables include domain 
names, their corresponding IP addresses, reverse IP addresses (tielu5 inverted), and 
information on root name servers_ Whenever a new school is added to Monterey BayNet, 
network management personnel must add information on that school to the file s in the 
domain nameserver that wi ll allow identification and delivery of data to and Irom that 
school 
Last, name rn.!nagemcnt includes the generation ofBOOTP (Boot Protocol) 
Tables Bootstrap Protocol allows a diskless d iem machine to discover it own IP 
address, the address of a server host, and the name ofa file to be obtained, which is then 
loaded into memory and executed (RFC 951) This allows diskless workstations to 
reboot automatically olfa network server after a power outage, for example The 
network manager maintains the BOOTP tables current with net\,'ork names, IP addresses. 
boot fi le names, paths, etc 
E. PERFORMANCE MANAGE.MENT 
Performance management consists of continuously evaluating Monterey HayNet 
component util ization and making adjustments to optimize that utilization The overall 
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overal l ohjective of network performilnce management is to en~ure thar there is enough 
capacity (hand width) to suppo!1 school and si re requirements (He lci 92). Thus 
performance management is closely associated with capacity planning 
Performance ma nagement includes fun ctions to gather stat istical 
information, maintain and exam ine logs of state histories, 
determine system performance under natural and conditions . and 
alter system modes of operation for the purpose of conduct ing management 
performance manageme nt activi t ies. (Aidarous 93) 
Khanna. Lloyd , and Yundt cite three activi ties of a nerwork manager in performance 
management (Lynch , Rose (993): 
• Monitoring the network (gathering statistics) 
• Analyzing the data (trend analysis or baselining) 
• Adjust topology or key parameters in network devices or servers to remove 
Figure 6.21 Performance ma nagement activities (Lynch. Rose 1993) . 
One of the most Important jobs in the network managerTII:: nt process is to 
determ ine the performance of network equipme nt and circuits (Held 92). With this 
data, forecasts can be made that will project when the capacity of currently installed 
equ ip men t or cirCU its will be exceeded. Performance data ca n also help to locate 
bott lenecks , isolate the causes of congestion (exces~i ve traffic buildup), or determine 
when a portion of the network w ith excessive capacity might be used to support another 
overloaded part of the network . 
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1. Performance Monitoring 
The most hasic comideration in evaluating or monitoring network perfonnilllce 
of Monterey BayNe! is network bandwidth. It is technically the difference between 
highest and lowest frequencies of the transmission channel, and is directly proportional 
to the number of bits per second (bps) Ibat the channel can transfer. The bandwidth 
limits the theoretical maximum data flow rate the channel can carry, no matter how 
efficiently the network is configured. Table 6.6 gives relativc speeds of a typical e-
mail message of 2.2KB size. Routing delays are not included. 
RATE!BANDWIDTH(min) TRANSFER TIME IMPROVEMENT 
2400 bps I 4800 Hz 7.3 seconds Y 
9600 bps I 19200 Hz 1.83 seconds 3.98 x Y 
19200 bps! 38400 Hz 0.916 seconds 7.96 x Y 
5h Kbps I 112 KHz. 0.314 seconds 23.24 x Y 
1..') Mbps I 3.0 MHz 0.0113 seconds 646.01 x Y 
45 Mbps I 90.D MH7. 0.00039 scconds 1871.79 x Y 
Table 6.6 Relative speeds of an e-mail message (Cady 95) 
Bandwidth in Table 6.6 is calculated from the data rate using the Nyquist 
sampling theorem (Freeman 91). This provides the network manager a crude, fmk 
order estimate of handwidth required for a given data rate. It also gives a convenient 
method of calculating bandwidth margin left. As more complex resources and 
network applications becomc available to Internc! users, and:;s the number of users 
increases, the demand for network bandwidth is increasing exponentially (Lynch, 
Rose 93). RFC 1296 discusses the growth of the Internet from 1981-1991. 
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Fou r network performance criteria (IfC use( i to measure the status of a 
network: response lime, IhroughplIf, utilization and Ol.'oilabiliry. Discussion follows. 
Response time (also called line tu rnaround time) is the lime that it takes a 
datagram or signal 10 make a round trip along a specified path (Held 92) . To the user. 
a long response time appea rs as if there is a long delay between hitt ing the "enter " key 
and gelling a response hac k. Congestion (traffic queuing) due (0 traffic overloads can 
cause delays and long response times. Faulty repeaters or routers can also cause 
processing delays and long resf}Ollse times. Mi sconfigurcd dev ices such as incorrect 
routing tables or overloaded servers can also calise long response limes. Long 
response time is an indication that there as a prohlem present which needs fu rther 
investigat ion. IBM 's NetV iew Performance Mon itor and the Frederick Engineering 
F ELINE protocol analyzer uoth include tools for network management personnel to 
measure response times (Held 92). ping (discussed earlier) can also ue used as a 1001 
to sa mp le response times al so 
Throughput of a data channel is an expression of how much data can be 
transferred, and is also an expression of channel efficiency (Free men!)\) . RFC 1242 
defines "throughput" as "the maximum rate at which none of the offe red frames are 
dropped hy the device" (RFC 1242). The irnport,1 nt thi ng about this defin it ion is that it 
docs not allow for dropped packets because when a packet is dropped, transmission is 
stopped until the higher level protocol recognizes that the packet is missing and 
requests re-tra nsmission. It is obv ious that the delay at this point (ill seconds) can have 
a major effec t on the value of throughpu t (Lynch, Rose 93) with the resu lting value 
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much lower than the channel normally produccs. The ultimate effect of an offered 
frame rate faster than the throughput of a connecting device is dropped packets! The 
percentage of dropped packets increases with the mismatch bctwecn offered frame rate 
and throughput. Poor throughput can be caused by high traffic density (congestion or 
small margin of bandwidth left for additional efficient transfer of data). dropped 
packets (requiring more bandwidth and delays for re-transmission requests an j 
acknOWledgements), or inadequate server bu ffers or disk 110 bottlenecks (prevent the 
complete and efficient transfer of data to the buffering location for further proccssing) . 
Sometimes a condition resulting from the cycling between dropped packets and 
retransmission requests for those increasing number of dropped packets causes a 
positive feedback condition called a broadcasl storm. "Congestion Control in TCPIIP 
networks" (RFC 896) discusses the cffects of congestion and broadcast storms on 
network performance and some corrective measures. Needless to say, throughput is 
extremely poor in the presence of a persistent hroadcast storm and intervention from 
network management personnel is usually needed to restore stability to the network 
Uti/calion is a measure of network efficiency and is given in Equation 6.1 
Utili:oliori,o/~ = ThrougfpuJ X 100';' 
CtpJCity (6 I) 
[f capacity represents maximum number of Iota I bits for [00% use of a transmission 
medium, and throughput is the actual number ofinfonnation bils per unit time, then 
percent utilization represents Ihe percentage of the line Ihat is being used In analyzing 
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percent utilization re presents the percentage of the line that is being used. In analyzing 
uti lization, va lues greater than 7S % usually indica!!;.': a performance problem (Held 92) 
Amilalilflly IS the last and most imponanl aspect of network performance 
management It represents a measure of performance from a high level view, and 
embodies, in essence, a summary orall the other factors Network managers report it on 
some periodic basis in terms of percent "up time. " In cases of global outages or complete 
system fai lures, it is fairly straight forward to compute. However, marginal-la-poOl 
performan(.:c is more ditlicult to assess in terms of pcrct:nt up time 
2. Operational !\'1onitoring 
To proactively manage a telecommunication network lik e 1\'lonterey BayNet, it is 
not ditlicult to see that an automated network management tool in a Network Operating 
Center is essential. Contifluou~ monitoring of link status and data flows , link error 
rates, and router status with an automated network management system can provide the 
pre-alenment capabilities required to id entify, diagnose and correct both performance 
problems and faults before they have a significant and not iceable impact on the system 
This support is very imponant for the school tea\;her who relies on the network to deliver 
elements of an interactive lesson plan, or the school administ rator who needs to obtain a 
student's record to make an important de\;ision 
Without a network management system and a Network Operating Center (NOC), 
the tools required to troub!eshoot arc limited to the manual methods such as pIIIg, 
lracemllie, and IIshXlkllp . The limitation of these manual methods is Ihat they require 
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lots of manual input to get enough output to be useful. The time required to obtain this 
information precludes a proactive ro le in fault management Another limitation is that 
manual methods oil en signal that a problem exists but there is no indication of the 
location of the problem (link or node) 
fl. Simp/" Network Management Protowf (SN."'IP) 
Given the explosive growth of the Internet (Figure 622), it became clear in 19R8 
that manual tools and a small number of network expens were insufficient to solve 
network management problems_ When it was determined that the gro\\1h in the Internet 
was exponential, a decision wa~ made by the Internet Activities Board (lAB) to develop a 
network management protocol After consideration of many possibilitie~_ the Simple 
Network Management Protocol (SNMP) was selected (Amatzia 90). S''l.fP represented 
an enhanced version orits precursor, Simple Gateway Management Protocol (SGMP) 
SNMP actually refers to a collection of specifications that includes the SNI\1P protocol 
itself, the definition of a Maintenance Information Base (MIB) database, and associated 
concepts (Stallings 93). RFC 1157 discusses a Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNI\1P) including some orthe history behind its development RFCs 1441 through 
1452 di~cuss dillerent aspects of SNl\1P version 2 
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fIgure 6.22 lntemet Growth ( 1981 - 199 1)(RFC 1296, January 19(2) 
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The basic idea of SNMP network management involves the relationships of four 
key elements 
• Management Station 
• Managed Agent 
• Management Information Base (M18) 
• Network Management Protocol 
Figure 6.23 SNMP key elements (Stall ings 93) . 
The management station and each of the managed agents has a da taba~e called a 
Management Information Base (MIB). A management information base is essentially a 
collection of data tables. The names of the tables and the fi elds (column label ~ or 
"objects") are specified in "Management Information Base for Network Management of 
TCP/IP-based Internets" (RfC 1156). These objects are standardized to provide 
interoperabi lity between the management station and any agents that comply with that 
standard, regardless of the manufacturer , A network management station executes 
management applications to monitor and control network agents. Network elements are 
hosts, gateways, routers, terminal servers etc. that contain management agents 
re~pons ibl e for performing the functions requested by the network management 
stat ion(s) , SNMP is used to communicate management information between the 
management stations and the agents in the network element.~ (Fig 6.24). The basic unit of 
exchangc IS the "message", made of an outer wrapper (community name) and an inner 
protocol data unit (POU). The community name is a simple authcnucation scheme thaI 
f ::.::. IQI 
I ~:~ _ 
Ma nagement 
Figure 6.24 SNMP architecture 
allows an agcnt to recognize a message only from the network management station with 
the same community name. The POU is thc "mcat ofthc mcssage" and contains the 
functiunal parameter.~ (data and control informatiun) ufthe message 
Per RFC 1157, the strategy implic it in SNMP is that monitoring oflhe netwurk 
state is accomplished by the network management station polling for Ihe appropriate 
infonnation . The management station is designed to interact v.rith the agents in the 
nctwork devices ill only two ways. It can retrieve and inspect a value in the agent's MJR 
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with the "Gel" operation, or il can alter a value in Ihe agent's MIB with the "Sd' 
operation. Under certain conditions, a remote agent can present values from Its ~lIB to 
the management station unsolicited, called a "7i'ap" operation 
Imperative commands for an agent device to perform some action arc excluded 
from the stt of management functions A benefit of the dc(ision to limit management 
functions to GET and SET is to avoid introducing support for an ever-increasing number 
of imperative commands into the protocol and making it arbitrarily complex The 
indirect methodology by which an Sl'.'i'vfP manager accomplishes desired effects without 
commands in a given agent can be described by the following analogy 
The remote agents' MlB (an be thought of as that agents' way of seeing the 
network. The agent responds and acts only on information that it sees in its MIB The 
network management simply polls the agent (GET), inspects the contents of its MIB and 
sends out a changed value to some pararntter in the MIB (SET) The agent now responds 
to the changed value in its Mm. For example, rather than implementing a direct 
"reboot" command, a reboot can be invoked by setting a MIB parameter called "number 
of seconds to reboot" (RFC 1157) 
SNMP operates only with unreliable datagram service (UDP) to minimize impact 
of the network management system on network capacity (bandwidth) and to comply with 
the St-..'1\1P goal of simplicity 
1()() 
Operational Umitati(Jf!.\ f)fSI\'MP 
' The hean of the SN\1P framework is the simple network-management 
protocol itself The protocol provides a straightfor\vard, basic mechanism for the 
exchange of management information betwet:n manager and agent" (Stallings 93) 
SNMP's greatest strength IS also the source of its greatest limitations as enumerated in 
Figure 6.25 (Lynch, Rose <)3) 
Open System Interconnection (OS I) has addressed many ofthese deficierleies in 
its versions ora network management system (Yemini 93). OSlnetwork management 
architecture uscs CMIS (Common Managemt:nt Information Service) to define numerous 
commands or procedure calls with parameters The OS! protocol CMIP (Common 
Management Information Protocol) specifies the format of the Protocol Data Units (PDU) 
for each of the commands. OSI abo uses connection-oriented transport for confirmed 
interactio ns (Amatzia 90). Never1heless, given the sheer size and complexity of OS I 
network management protocols, some sec the cure as being worse than the diSt:ase 
(Stallings 93) 
To reduce monitor trallic and provide for a more efficient network performance 
scheme within SNMP, it may be possible to combine Sl'\rr-.fP polling to monitor agents, 
and link-state information from a link-state routing protocol such as OSPF or IS-IS to 
monitor the state of network li n~ s (Stal lings <J3) 
Since SNl\fP relies heavily on poll ing ("get" rcquests) and since "traps" are few 
in number, it is important to limit the impact that network managcment system has on 
\0\ 
• The suitability of SNM:r decreases as the size of the network increases. Th is is 
becallse the managing station must send out a packet to get back one packet of 
information A large volume of polls for a large number of agents may yield 
unacceptable response times at the u~er application level 
• SNr..1P is not designed to retrieve a large quantity of data with one poll , such 
as an entire data or routing table 
• l3ecause UDP/IP is used to deliver messages, an agent cannot be sure that a 
cri tical trap message has reached the management station (Lynch, Rose 93) 
• SN\-1P provides only trivial authentication (community name) 
• SNMJ' does not support imperative commands, but triggers event~ in agents 
indirectly. by setting an objects value. This is less flexible than other 
approaches with can send commands and arguments 
• SI\rrv1Jl MID is limited and doesn't support sophisticated queries 
• SNMP doesn't suppon manager-to-manager COlllmunicat ions or a mechanism 
where a manager ca n learn about devices managed by another management 
system (Park 93) 
! • SNMJ> cannot tell the ditference between the loss of many downstream agents 
due to a single failed link and the loss of all the agents themselves (Lynch. Rose 
93) 
• With some routing protocols that can propagate tables rapidly throughout the 
network, it is possible to reroute the traffic around a failed component 
betwecn SNi\1P polls, masking the failed component 
Figure 6.25 Limitations of SNMP(Park 93) (Stallings 93)(Lynch. Rose 93). 
the network. Network management ~tafl· can accomplish th is by regulating the polling 
interval If thc polling interval is sel too long, then delay of the network management 
program to problems may be unacceptable. If the polling il1\erval is set too short then 
the response times may increase and sluggishness in performance of applications may be 
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unacceptable to users (Eckerson 92) An approximation for the polling interval IS given 
using Equation 6, 2 (Stallings 93) 
(62) 
where N = number of manageable dcvices or agents 
T co desired polling interval (successive polls 10 the same agent in seconds) 
..6. = average round trip ping time per poll {scconds)f'rom Figure 6.10 
An example is presentl:d to ill ustrate how Eq uation 6.2 can be used tu calculate the 
polling interval from the round trip ping time and the number of devices in Monterey 
BayNe! An average or 50 devices per school is assumed for 200 schuols 
N = (200 schools x 50 devices per school) = 10,000 devices 
..6. '*- 76 rns = 0,076 seconds ( round trip pmg time) 
From Equation 6.2, 
T(sec);:,. DoN 
T 2. (O.076XlO,OOO) 
T 2. 760 seconds = ~ 
Therefore, to support 10,000 devices, the poll ing interval must be 12.67 minutes or 
greate r, This means that it could be almost 13 minutes for a fault condition in an a 
managed agent to be detected by an SNMP polling or "Get Request" opemtion. it is for 
this reason, among others, that SNlVtP "Trap" operations are sent to the network 
management station from the affected agent at the time of the fault instead of the agent 
wai t ing to be polled 
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J. Operational Manag~ment Reports 
There are many beneficial fimctions ofrepons. The most imponant of these is that 
reports serve as a formalmelhod of ~tructuring monitoring activities, since parameter~ 
are inspected as they are collected for the repor t. Second, reports are a formal means of 
communication between network staff and managers Last, reports constitute a historical 
record from which long term trends may he detected Log keeping is very familiar to 
naval crew members operating ships al sea where reporting requirements on every piece 
of equipment include hourly monitoring and trend analysis CERFnet has a summary 
report that contains the sections and information 
WEEKLY Network Summary Report 
• Header - period ofrep0!1, filename and FTP address, CERFllet point of 
• Outages - site(s) where outage occurred, start time, stop time, reason 
• Network activity -l ists chronological log entries of times and locations of 
wngestion, routing problems, and corrective actiom taken by staff. 
• Communi(;ation link utilization - a table that Ii~ts the link, line speed, 
capacity and peak hour 
• Equipment up-time (router) sin(;e last bootup. 
Figure 6.26 CERFnct weekly network summary report format (Lynch. Rose 93) 
The NASA Science Information (NSI) Operations Center, at the Ames Research 
Center, Mountain View, California, utilizes a daily report and a monthly report shown in 
Figure 6.27 
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DAILY Report (Action based) 
• Status of Open Trouble Tickets (active or unresolved problems) 
• Routedinternally 
MO NTHL Y Report (Statistically based) 
• Network Upgrades 
• Sites Added / Sites Deleted 
• Status of Backbone Sites 
• Total number of Trouble Tickets for the month 
• Number of tickets from each reporting source 
• Outage type (Planned I Unplanned) 
• Minimum Time to repair 
• Breakdown of responsible organizat ion (NOC, site, carrier. or service 
provider) 
• Escalation status of active tickets 
• Availability (percent "up-time") 
Figure 6.27 NASA Science Internet (NSI) repor! formats (Kamerdze 95) . 
F. SECURJTY MANAGEM [NT 
Before the topic of security can be discussed, it is important that there is an 
explicit identification and understanding of what is being "secured ." Ce!lain information 
has value and inherent worth (Birch 92) In a business. ifan automated inventory 
system helps a ret ail slOre order goods as they are purchased so that there is never a need 
to pay inventory costs \0 store excess goods, then the information is worth the cost 
savings that are incurred otherwise In education, information is valuable because it 
leverages our understanding of the universe around us. and contributes to our abi lity to 
make wise and strategic decisions in a reasonably short time. The value of information 
becomes apparent when an organization is suddenly denied access to information. 
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Information is valuable because it can be used to increase revenue and reduce costs 
When denied to others, it can be used to gain a position of power or a competitive 
advantage 
Not all information has the same value, and much information may be worthless 
Network security of Monterey BayNet has meaning only in context oflhe value of the 
information that the network moves 
Network Security Management 
Network security has many defi nitions "Its aims arc to ensure the protection of 
resources by preventing unauthori7.ed access to them and monitoring exceptional states 
such as unauthorized access attempts" ( Moffett (0). Network security typically permits 
only secured and authorized access to the network management system and resources 
(Lo (1) 
Network security management can be seen as Ihe provision of network security 
services for schools and sites and is the key to guarding against "denial of service" attacks 
by outside network saboteurs It has five distinct components (Walles 93) as shown in 
Figure 6.28 
2. Deciding on the Degree or Network Security 
There are specific solutions or implementations for each of the five components of 
network security in Figure 6.28, The degree of implementation dcrend.~ upon two factors 
that are determined before investi ng in security services As stated before, the first item 
10 be determined is a qualitative estimated value orthe information. What will it cost the 
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th, 
• Non-repudiation Services - provides a way to prevent a sender from falsely 
denying that data was sent, or a receiver from falsely denying that data 
was received 
• Confidentiality Ser\'ice - prevents the unauthorized disclosure of 
information and is the service most often associated with encryption 
• Access Control - provides the means to grant or deny access \0 
information 
F igure 6.28 Components of networks security management (Walles 93). 
school, organization, or Coumy Office ofEducalion if the information is compromised, 
lost, changed~ If the information was essential to a func tion oftbe organization , what 
will it cost 10 be reproduced? 
The second thillg 10 determine are the various threats to security and their 
probability of occurrence, called a risk assessment. Qualitative and quamitative 
methods exists to compute and assign a dollar value to the sum of various losses and 
their probabilities (Birch 92) 
The criteria fo r spending on security systems is hased on the result of the risk 
assessment The security afforded 10 the system ought not exceed the dollar loss value 
calculated in the risk assessment A good end-to-end public-key encryption system can 
accomplish the first four objectives, authentication, non-repudiation, integrity and 
confidentiality, but at a considerable monetary expense and prohibitive administrative 
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confidentiality, hut at a considerable monetary expense and prohibitive administrative 
expense. It will also slow applications due to the ext ra processing power and bandwidth 
that will he added hy the encryption-decryption process. Is the value of information in 
the network wooh the costs in security, administrative overhead and performam:e'.! 
A reasonabk amount of security for the va lue of the information on Monterey 
BayNet can be prohably afforded by the las t security service, access control The most 
common form of access control is the use of a logill and password system. Ifused 
correctly, this can be effect ive for most purposes in Momerey BayNe!. In addition, 'in 
band" attacks (invasion on the normal data links from sources outside the network) can 
ordinarily be prevented by the use of "firewalls" at a single point of entry into the 
network 
A firewall is a device installed in a single entry line connecting the LAN allhe 
suhscribing site to Montercy BayNct that forces all datagrams to be examined and 
evaluated (Wack 94) It is essentially an "intel1igent" fi llering device. There are many 
different types of firewall:; and they come at many different prices. The most common 
are pw.:lit'l jillenllg routers and applicatio/l ?,aleway\' Patv'kelfilterillg routers can tilter 
TV packets based on any or all oflhe following 
• .~ource IV address 
• destination IP address 
• TCPfUUP source port 
• TCP/UUP destination pon 
The router discards unauthorized pal:kC1S after retrieving and forwarding their addresses 
to network management staff Applicatioll gateways filter specified application level 
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protocols such as FTP, TELNET, and E-mai l, permitt ing them access to the network o nly 
aner certain authentication procedures are met. They can also be programmed to allow 
access only to des ignated workstations in a network 
It is important to prevent "ba(;kdoor" attacks on the network around the firewaJl 
via modem dial-in modem con nections by ensuring adequate login and password 
protection on dial-in lines 
3. SNMPv2 (version 2) 
SNlI.1Pv2 is an llpgrade of SNMP that incorporates sc(;ure network management 
As ment ioned previously. S~1vfP was developed starti ng in 1988 as a resllit of the critical 
dl:mand (;reated by the exponent ial growth of the Internet Init ially plans were to 
im plement Sl\'I\fP immediately while developing a transit ional network management 
protocol called ( MOT (common management information protocol) CMOT was 
intended to bridge the gap bctwl:en SNMP and an OSI -based system Sin(;c that time, 
delays in development of stable OSI standard implementa tions left SmlP in operation 
(Stallings (3). SNMP is now implemenled by a large number of vendors and is widely 
deployed. SN1\11J>v2 has heen proposed to address some of the weaknesses in 
SNMP(vl) and be interoperahle with it at the same time (Stallings 93). Accordingly, 
SNJ\1J'v2 has significa nt improvements in functionality over SNMPv j as ~huwn in 
Figllre 6 .27 
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• Manager-to-manager capability 
• Ability to retrieve large blocks of data with one poll 
• More e laborate database (MIB) 
• Network security capability 
Figure 6.29 SNMPv2 improvements (Stallings 93) . 
Security is provided between managers and agents with the addition of extra field s 
to the SNMP protocol data units (PDUs). In addition to the source and destination 
fields. a co ntext field (a funct ion code for a location in the a destination's M1B table 
where the function to be performed is desclbed) , authentication field and access control 
field arc ,provided Thus, the protocol data units consist of an address wrapper and 
various codes for access. authentication and function The access code permits the PDU 
to be read by the agent , the authentication code permits what was read to be "believed" 
and acted on, and the context code tells the agent where in its MlB to find the meaning of 
what was read , A network can operate in a mixed SNWv2! SNNlP environment 
G. SUM MARY 
A weil-designed Network Operations Center (NOC) is result of a thorough 
consideration of the mission of Monterey BayNet in relation to the broader K-1 2 
educatiunal mission. the Agenda for Education in the State of California, At the network 
level, the well designed NOC achieves a balance in the five network management 
functional areas offault management, configuration and name management, accounting 
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management, performance management and secu rity management 
A central fallll mallagemenl system is necessary to surllOrt the K- 12 education 
availabi li ty mission oflhe network by minimizing the impact of equipment failure and 
maximiLing network uptime To dowment effons during falll! recovery for future 
reference and automate not ifications, a Trouble Ticket system is includtd 
Conflguralivn alld IIOlne management supports the K- 12 education reliabil ity 
mission by providing optimum physical topology, network and rOUli ng protocols, 
c(jl1ipment configurations, and standardized domain names and IP addresses tha t are both 
functional and s(;alable 
Ac('ollllling management is needed to support the K-1 2 operational mission by 
di~tributing financial responsibility for the network fairly among all the network 
benefactors 
Pel/ormallce managemenl ensures the K-12 education quality mission not only to 
deliver a valuable service, but to deliver a high level of 'luality with it Consistent 
availability, high throughput and low response limes arc the fru its of a high quality 
network management system 
Security managemenl is needed to promote the K- 12 education security mission 
to protect the physical and fim<.:tional integrity of the network, as well as the information 
It stores and carries 
A network is a distrihuted information system, hut the centralized coordinat ing 
fun<.:tions of network operations, the network management station and personnel who 
run it are vital to the fimctionality and long-term sustainability of Monterey BayNet 
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VII. NETWORK INI'ORMATION CE1\TER (1\IC) FlJNCTIONS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
User support through the Network Infor mation Center (NIC) is concerned with 
helping subscribers and users utiliLe the tools that will assist them with access to 
network resources (CDE 94). A NIC provides administrative support, user support 
and informat ion services for a network. The staff of the NIC provide help desk 
~ervices. This may include being available to answer the many questions of new users , 
provide training in Ill::W tools and applications. and distributing informal.ion about 
resources about new resources on the network. The N1C staff are also availahle to 
ans\.ver more technical questions when users are having troubles running an application. 
prulter or accesslIlg a server 
B. CONNECTION SERVICES 
One extremely important functiofl of the NIC is to provide support for new 
network subscrihers. This can include information on the technical aspects or the network 
connection, data rates and limitations that may be imposed, and how to optimize their 
"piece of the pipe" for their students and users 
Internet Service Connections 
Connection from the Internet service provider (CSUnet) LO the Monterey and 
Santa Cruz County Offices of Education are provided by a T l (1 ,S44-Mbps) frame relay 
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service to each as shown in the network topologies in Appendi)( B. High schools and 
othel organizations (except K-8 schools) get 128 Kbps framt! re lay Internet service 
dirt!ctly hom the CSHnet K-8 schools get 56Kbps, 64Kbps and 128Kbps Internet 
service through their respective County Offict!s of Education. The topology suppons 
administrative traf1ic directly between all schools and the Coumy Offil:t!s of Edul:ation 
Currently 128 Kbps is rewmmendcd as tht! minimal tonnedion speed for TSUIDSU and 
roulcr scalability reasons (Bigdow 95) 
2. Dial-ill Service 
Monterey BayNet uses Cisco 25 11 routers to provide dial-in services at certain 
school sites and organizations that desired this capabili ty. Oial-in access augments the 
principal the principal Frame Relay W AJ'\,) connection. Oial-in service is an excellent, cost-
t!flective way \0 add value to a sehoul network bt!cause it is convt!nient. Teachers. 
students, parent.~ and administrators can have direct al:l:ess to Internet information 
services In addition to the normal routt!r serial port for WAN frame relay connectivity 
and t!lhernet ports for LAN connectivity, there are 16 asynchronous ports for 16 dial-in 
modem connections on the Cisco 2511 Router 
{P is designt!d tu handlt! packet-oriented data hom the link later. Serial modem 
connections from the phone company supply a continuous data stream instead of packet.~ 
Serial Lint! Internet Protocol (SLIP) (RFC 1055) and Point-Io-Point Protocol (PPP) 
(RFC 166 1) are encapsulation protocols that make the two compatible by framing the 
continuous dala stream into packt!ts compatible with IP (Cady 95) 
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The NASA Lewi, Re~l!an.:h Center ~JC in Cicvebnd, Ohio provide5 an excellent 
example of a Dial-in Network Users Guide at 
hl'p·i·m'll!ophf/".lerc.nusa.govGuidesiguide.l. (J)'Crvifw.hlm! 
lor inSlllJClions and iniormation on ~etting lip modems ari el accessing the network through 
dial-in connections (Eubanks 9"1) 
SerialUlle Internet ProloCf)1 (SLIP) 
Serial Line IP is discussed in RFC 105) It can suppol1 only Oll t plotocoL 
IP and does not support other prolol;ols like OSl/CLNP, Novell NetWareilPX, DECnet, 
OIml AppieTalk, Presently, in Monterey Bay:'\et; This is not a limitation for f>.1ontcrey 
BayNe! since lP is the only netv,'Ork protocol, SUP has no c:rror detection c~pabiJity, so 
this funuiOlllTlust be performed by Tep or the application T1l1;;le is no authentication 
mechanism of incomil\~ connection (Cady ')5). SLIP is uscfill but it has large over head 
which reduces effective bandv,'idth. For these reasons, )\lonterey BayNet subscribers lise 
PPP protocol instead or SLIP 
h. Poillt-(o-Poillt PrO(OCf)/ (PPP) 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) is a serial line protocol defined in 
RFe 1661, which allows TCPi!P connectivity over dial-up links on a telephone line 
PPP is a newer, more powerful, more complex, and more robust protocol than SLIP 
(Lynch 'n) In order to use PPP dial-in service, the following prerequisites must be met 
(Cady 9'5) 
• A remote TCP/IP-bascd ~ystcm (PC with "Trumpet \Nill~ock" or Mac with 
"MacTCP") 
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• A high-speed asynchronous modem 
• PPP software installed on the remote system (this wmes with Trumpct 
Winsock and MacTCP) 
• PPP userid and password, lP address and domai n name of the Domain Name 
Scrver. e_mail server and Net News server 
• The defautt tP address 
PPP Dial-in; Jetwork service is comprised ofa router (Cisco 251 I) and a pool of 
hg! . .:''.:",d asynchronous modems attached to several dial-in numbers 
The router act as an access control device between the dial-in modems and 
Monterey BayNel. The modem bank permits data (DCE) rates up to 14.4kbps via 
CCITT V 32bis as well as supporting V.42bis and Ml\'P-S data compression. All PPP 
communications requi re an S bit, no parity, 1 stop-bit link. Advantages ofPPP over SLIP 
include the fact that PPP supports multiple protocols on the same link (more tJexible) 
assigns an IP address dynamically to a remote device (allows mobi le hosts to connect to 
the nearest point of network presence) instead of havi ng to type it into a configuration file. 
has better data compression, and allows for authentication of the user as the connection 
is being established (more secure). For thcse rea~ons, PPP is the recommended dial-in 
protocol for Monterey BayNet Subscribers 
C. OTHER NETWORK SERVICES 
The network information center (NIC) handles configuration and maintenance of 
network service resources. This includes keeping various servcrs (domain name server 
mail server, web server, file set-ver, news server) running and updated 
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l)onHlin NimH" System (DNS) 
It s important to hav~ a basic understand ing of how thc Domain Name System 
(DNS) works 10 develop an appreciation for the rolc t hat the NIC slalf has in updating 
and maintaining it 
Computers address I:ftch other by number (i e IP address) instead of usi ng thc 
host naming systems that a le morc meaningfu l to people . Given a host name, the DNS 
system ideally allows a host to fmd the correspondi ng IP aJdrcss and access any remote 
host on the Internet It might seem that it single table ofhoSl names mapped to 
corresponding IP addrcssl:s is all that is needed, similar to the way that names arc 
mapped to telephone numbers in lhe telephone directory, This table might then be made 
available to every host in the Internet, with periodic updates to include addit ions and 
changes. Such a method was u~cd unti l the growth orthe Internet made this approach 
untenahle 
In 1984 Paul l'vlockapetr is of Univers ity of Southern Califomia's (USC ) 
Informat ion Sciences instit ute (lSI) des ig ned a new architecturc that distributcd the single 
host name database fr om one location to many distributed locat ions or "domains," call ing 
this system t he "Domai n Name System " (Albitz 95) . RFC 1034 and RFC 1035 d escribe 
the DNS system. The Di\S is a d islTibutcd datahase ofnamcs, numbers, and pointers. By 
analogy, the phone nu mbel of someone in New York city can be fou nd in a copy of t he 
phone dilectory held locally (in a "cache"), or in New Y ork, the area to which the 
dirCClOl)' is applicable 
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A domain name server is a program that accesses a storage area for a sma!! pan of 
the DNS distributed database. All the name servers in the world contain the names and 
IP addresses (or other number addresses) of all ho sts or other components. Each local 
name server contains the names and addresses of all network elements in its domain unless 
they are kept in a name server fo r a subnetwork of that domain. In that case, the local 
nafl1~ server only contains a pointer to the subnetwork nameserver which has the names 
and addresses of the elements in its subrlomain 
The hierarchical structure of the Dl\S system is much li ke a computer directory 
structure that uses periods to separate the names instead of slashes. This can be seen in 
Figure 7. I. The domain name is built from the top (root) "" level by appending the name 
of the next level node to the front (left) until the last node is reached The period at the 
end of the domain names indil,;ates the root (top) level and it that makes themfully-
qualiJied domain flames In addition to pointers to the next level "child-domains" below 
it, each node has it s own collection of hosts and their IP addresses In theory, there is at 
least one name server at every node that contains the IP addresses for all the addressable 
components at that node, and also pointers to the names servers one level below it Each 
name server also has a cache to store the names and IP addresses of recent queries 
As an example, assume that a host (workstation) at the node "stl nps navy. mil" 
(Systems Technology Laboratory (STL) at Naval Postgraduate School) wants to send a 
file to a printer at the ~:Ionterey County Of/ice of Education. It m:eJs the IP address of 
the printer, but the workstat ion doesn't have it. So the workstation uses a resolver to 
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Figure 7.1 Domaill Name System (DNS) Architecture (Albitz 95) . 
hostname in its cache, it queries a root (" ") server. The root server duesn't have the IP 
address of the printer, so it sends back a list uf domain name servers for the "us" domain 
rhe STL name scrver then queries one orthe "us." domain namc servers It doesn't have 
the address of the printer cithcr, so it scnds a list urthe "ca. US," domain name servers 
The process is repeated for each level down until the STL namcserver finds the printer's 
domain name and II' address in the montcrey.kI2.ea.us. name sef\'er. The STL name 
server can now give the workstation the fP address so that it can send the file to the 
printer. lnfonnation obtained by this qucr)' proccss down to the actual remote name 
server is called "authoritative" It also stores the infonnation in a cache for an operator 
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specified time period , keeping it readily available in the event of subsequent transfers If 
Ih~ LP address was obtained from the name server cache, it is called "non-authoritative" 
DNS processes queries millions of times each day in a manner that is completely 
transparent to users. It is crucial that the DNS is set up correctly Without the DNS, all 
resolution on the Internet woulrJ eventually fail (AJbitl 92) 
The following criteria can be used for a site to determine whether a name server 
must be installed (Albitz 92) A site might consider insta ll ing a name server if 
• the site is connected to the Internet 
• there is a UUCP connection to a host on the Internet 
• local network is a TCP/IP based Internet 
• presence of a LA.!'\! or site network 
Figure 7.2 Reasons to get a domain name server (Albitz 92). 
If a site doesn't have a domain name server, then its mappings must be kept and 
updated in another name server. The name server that retrieves domain name and address 
informatioll on a host from its own internal DNS database is called the primmy namt' 
server for that hosl. A seco/ldary name server gets DNS data from an authoritative 
name server. The sewndary name server is set hy the operator to que')' the primary name 
server periodically to keep the secondary name server updated The seconda')' name 
server is usually one level up in the DNS hierarchy so it will intercept queries if the 
primary name serv~r is down 
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Before using a local domain name server for the first time, N1C stafTmust first 
ver ify their block of IP addresses wilh ho,I'lm<lSler(i iJIll c. ddll.mil (RFC 14XO). Then they 
register with the parent name server (this is to remove any local host names and insert the 
pointer to the new name server) 
BIND (Berkeley Internet Name Domain) is the implementation of DNS system 
written for I3erkeley's UNIX that is the most popular (AJbitz 92). It has standard 
prcformalted co nfiguration files that must be configured and maintained regularly 
Although transparent to Ihe subscribers, continuously maintaining the DNS 
dat<tbasc for Monterey BayNe! is a vita l part in the overall management of the network 
This work must be done manually The network cannot provide a sustai nabl e function 
without it 
2. [Iectrooic J\'1ail 
E-mail is probably the most widely used application on the Internet Like many 
other network services, it requires management to function properly. To develop an 
appreciation for e-mai l in network management and the role that the NfC staff has in 
maintaining e-mail connectivity, it is important to have a basic understanding of how e-
mail works 
T he basic protocol for transmitti ng mail between computers on the Internet is 
"Simple Mail Transfer Protocol " (SMTP) (RFC 821) In tile Internet, SMTP is 
implemented above the reliable, connection oriented transport service, TCP/IP. SMTP 
describes the sequence of control messag es between computers to transfer an e-mail 
message (Lynch 93) 
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Users don't interface directly to SMTP rather but go through a mad llppliculirm 
which automates some repetitive functions and adds others. Eudora (for Mac or PC) is 
an example ofa mail application which is included in the software collection for K-12 
schools and organizations in Monterey BayNet (Bigelow 95). The mail application 
communicates with a mailer program through a file system (Figure 7.3) When the e-
mai l message is complete, the mail application places it into a file system. The mailer 
program (or sender SMTP module) recovers the rnessage from the file system, checks the 
addresses, establishes a reliable two-way comrnunication link \\,'ith a receiver mai ler 
program, sends the message body, and tenninates the link. This is all done lock-step, 
one step at a tlrne 
I""' 1 ~-~ ~~ ... 
File -c: . .rsr;m- SM11' _ File ~ ~ SMT:,~:::'''""' ~ '-o & Mail 6 
Figure 7.3 Simple Mai l Transfer Protocol (Lynch 93) 
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SMTP assumes that the sending and receiving computers will he availabk 
eontinuuusly_ Most end-users (e,g. students and dial-in tlsers) do not send mai l from the 
same computer from one time to the next, nor are the computers continuously on line 
To support "mail on demand" subscribers, mail "spooling" (accumulating ) protocols 
have been establ ished to accumplish this. The one presently used by Monterey BayNet 
is Post OfTice Protocol (POP). When students connt:ct to the network, they can log into 
the POP server and dO\VTJload mail from their account into tbei r workstations for viewing 
or storage onto a disk . The POP server must run full time to support this function 
Otherv.lise Of any mail that arrives when the POP server is otT will be returned to the 
sender. SMTP specifies retry pcrwdu:llies so that mail servers which are returned to 
service can receive a limited backlog of e-mail 
To support the mail spoolingsystem.MX (mail exchange) records arc created 
and maintained in the DNS name server that redirect mail to thc POP server for 
addresses that are not connected to the network full time. An M:x record (RFC 974) is 
a mappmg of host addresses to alternate addresses. Here's an example 
rhe first line indicates that preferred location for mall addressed to wsl 
(workstation I) is workstation I. The second line indicates ifwsl is unavailable, then 
send the mail to the POP sem:r "bill" at the Monkrey County Office of Education. 
A NIC "postmaster" is the person usually designated to troubleshoot lost or 
misdirected mail and maintain mail accounts, T he postmaster or domain name 
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administmtor must keep close track of the stall: of the hosts in Ihe domain and must have 
a compkte understanding oflhe network 
3. Nctwork Ncws 
Network news (USENET News) is one-Io-many communication. It was 
motivated by a desire to move away from inefficient mailing lists and individual mail 
boxes as a form of broadcasting, to a system that loads and stores articles in a central 
database_ A suhseriber can get the news with:l program designed to download it from a 
news server. Someone can post an article and anyone else can read it whenever they 
want [t is an e[eetronic bulletin board. There are over 10,000 newsgroups on every topic 
r -w:elvable (Cady 95). 
Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) is used to transfer network news to a 
local system_ It USI:S a rellable TCP data stream. A news server is a repository for nl:ws 
much as a POP server is a reposi tory for mail. When a remote site wants to update Ihe 
news in its repository, it downloads allihe articles it does not have from subscribed 
newsgroups . This process is called a "news fl:ed:' 
A ful l feed of all 10.000 newsgroups takes about 200 Megabytes of storage (Cady 
95) The network manager can determine which newsgroups to receive for 
appropriateness and for conservation of storagl:. News items usually expire in 5 to 7 days 
to minimize the size of the mail feed (Cady (5). Figure 7.4 lists five steps to becoming a 
USENET site (Kamans 95 ). Other things that must be done by network staff indude 
finding anothl:r news server administrator who is willing to provide a "news fel:d" 
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Some news service providers charge a fee for a news feed The network manager must 
also ensure that there is enough disk space to keep all the articles The POP server and 
NNTP server have similar fimctionalities and often it is convenient to place them on the 
same system (Lynch ')5) The news application software recommended for Monterey 
8ayl\et work stations is called" \VinVN ;'\'NT P" for PC's and "NewsWatcher" for Maes 
(Bigelow 95) 
• Check that the benefits are worth the COStS Costs include time required to 
install and conligure the softwitre, and the cost ofregulitr maintenance 
Resources reqlr ired are disk space (~5 Mb) for executables and on line 
resources, disk spitce up to 5400 Mb/month for storage of articles, and fees 
if the site is paying for a "feed" 
• Find a site to provide it "news feed" Look for local sites at newsgroup 
comp.mail.map.\· and ask the network administrator if they would he willing 
to provide a feed Another approach would be to post a note on 
Last, if the two above don't work, 
subscribe under a 
transports the news, another component 
and expires old news, and the last component is a news reader for looking at 
the news 
• Install the software 
• Register the site Some sites that are already in the Domain Name System 
and put their ONS name in a UUCP map entry as a alias for their site and 
use the DNS address ra ther than the uuep host name in all mail and 
USENET postings This way, both UUC P and DNS host can get mail and 
news to the site 
rigure 7.4 Steps to become a USENET site (Kamans 95). 
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4. Network Time 
The Internet is now a source for schools and organizations to maintain very 
accurate time information. Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a proto(;ol built on top of 
l DP /IP that allows local clocks to be synchronized to radio and atomic clock references 
on the Internet (Cady 9~) NTP (Version 1) is defined in Internet Standard STD 12 and 
RFC \305, In 1972, national standard lime was refel l'l ~ed to International Atomil: 
Time, and is maintained using I:esium-beam atomil: ciO(.:ks to an al:l:ural:Y of 10'" sel:ond 
Primary (stratum 1) and secondary (stratum 2) time servers are connected using the 
Network Time Protocol ('\TP) to reference time sources synchronized to the atomic 
clocks hy wire and radio The primary time servers also use NTP to compare their times 
with ea(;h other for error GOrre(;tion. This network of primary and secondary servers is 
contigured in a hierarchy, with the secondary servers distributing their time via NTP to 
local net hosts (RFC 1305) 
NTP is easy to implement and can be used to maintain local time to the 
millisecond, To do so, the network manager mugt decide on a machint that will bt 
available at all times to be the time server, NTP imposes a very small load on a server 
and also broadcast time on the local network, If there are multiple subnets, one server call 
be provided for each sunnel. Second, the ,\ TP software is obtained and installed on the 
machine. UCLA Time Servi(;es provides freeware that will allow Hnix, PC, or \'lacinto~h 
workstations to obtain accurate time, and in some cases receive continuous time 
synchronization traceable to J":alional Institute of Standards and Tedmology's u..,:rST) 
atomic clocks in Colorado. It available at hllp:.·/wwlt'.ucla.edll/c-ampll.vcumplilingi lime· 
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Olh~r primary (stratum I) and seco ndary (s tratum 2) NTP time s~rvers are 
available lor public access at hllp __ 1Hrw,(,lxi.\. lIdell'dll'_mi!l,\'IIIp.'snH'r~. hlm/ Each 
entry gives arc thl.~ host name. Internet address. approximate location and geographic 
coordinates (if available). :;ynchronization so urce (stratum, type of radio or ~atd ji te 
receiver, host type). suggested serviee area. access policy (as notified) and eontact name 
and e-mail address 
A client sends an NT? rne~sage 10 the server and processe~ the r~phes as rec~ived 
In formation incl uded in the NTP message allows the cl ient to determine the server time 
with respect to local t ime and adjust it~ internal clock accordingly 
5. World-Widr Wrb (WWW)Servicr 
In a Sh011 number of years, the \\'\\'\V has grown to a tremendous size and it~ 
popular ity is responsibie in pan tor the explosion in the growth of th~ Internet, W\VW 
pages can appear like an dec\ronic magazine or rnultimt:dia present~tion Fundamentally, 
the Internet can be co nsidered as network connectivity infrastructure and the WWW can 
be considered as all the information content retrievable over the Int ernet Figure 7,5 lists 
the steps sub~cribing sites can take to support the creation and storage of Web pages 
(Cady 95) , Web pages have tremendous potential for students to he creative and 
demonstrate their progress to parents, fri ends and relatives at the same time 
CERN hllpd i ~ a full-featured hypenext ~~rvcr which can be used as a regular 
HTTPserver. It is available at hllp. i/Wwww3.orglhypt-T/l'xtlJrWW1IJa!'lfIrmi 
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• An hltp or "Web" server on the local network 
• Directories in the server organized \0 provide a location for storage of 
different types of files (images as .gif, .jpg, .mpg. sound files as .au. htm l 
files as http,etc.). 
• Re<ld-only or read-write tile permissions to restrict users to files within 
specific directories. 
• a link from the top level menu to a Web search server so that users can find 
materials out on the Web. 
• Tools, utilities and graphics for use in constructing home pages 
Figure 7.5 Setting up a Web server (Cady 95) . 
h. Documentation and Training 
Althuugh it is up to subscribers to provide school-specific and 
organization-specific information, tht: Netwurk Information Center (N[C) can provide 
generic Internet information that <lpplies to everyone on Montcrey BayNt:t Some orthe 
areas to cover include how to use Ie/net, /ip, <lnd e-mai/. 
Ie/net 
te/nel provides thc most basic kind of computer connectivity and is 
described in (RFC 854, 83). [t allows a person to sit at one computer and use anotht:r 
rt:mote computer. all <IS if they were sitting at a command-line terminal dircctly connt:cted 
to the remott: computcr. This is called "virtual terminal access." HYTELNET is a 
collection of infonnation about public lefnel sites. It is designed to assist and givt: USt:TS 
access to all of the libraries, Free-nets. nBSs and other lelnel-acct:ssible information 
sites 011 thc Intcrnct. It is especially for those who access Ie/net from a Mac or an IBM 
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compatible pcr~onal computer. The Ie/net software recommended for Monterey BayNe1 is 
called "Trump1t:I" [or pes and "Telner" for Macs (Bigelow 9')). ""·fore information about 
Ie/net and IlYTELNET is available on the V.;orld Wide Web at 
hllp./lhws3.hws.edu.90{)()/wwwITdnrl_hlml 
b. flp (file transfer protocol) 
As its name implies, frp is used 10 transfer files from om: computer to 
another Siks that make their tile~ ava ilable [or publjc access are called "anonymoUSJlp" 
si tes. so named because "anonymous" is the user !lame thai pcnnits access. Web browsers 
jikl: Netscapt and Mosaic can get li les from anonymousfip sites by setting up a link on a 
Web page_ Selecting tlm\ link transfers thl;.': file to a local computer 
archie is an lip search program_ It searches through lists of files at anonymous 
sites, looking for a word or phras~ specified <It the beginning ofthl: search. archie can be 
also used through the Web. A Wcb page is returned withftp links to directories or files. 
TheJip software recommended for Monterey BayNet is called "fip" for pes and 
"F~tch" for Macs. Theftp search program for PC:s is called "Archi~ " and "Anarchie" for 
\'tacs (Bigelow 95). More information aboutjip and archie is available on th~ 
World-Wide Web at: hllpJlhws3.hws.edu:WX)OlwwwIFTP.hlmi 
Mail 
Although thc mcchani(.:s o f Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTl') have 
be~n discussed previously. it is transpar~nt to users It is important that NIC staff provide 
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some informat ion on how to use mail applications. The mail application software 
recommended for Monterey BayNet is called "Eudora" for both PCs and Macs (Bigelow 
95). Eudora is really designed for single-user workstations In mu ltiple-user 
workstations, llsers can insert thei r own flopp y with personal configuration setti ngs and 
then start the Eudora mail application (Bigelow 95) 
Eudora also supports the use of Multi-purpose Internet Mai l Extensions (MlrvlE) 
}.·llll.fE I;.,;came an Internet standard in 1992 and builds on the oldn e-mail standard by 
adding fi"l lds for mail message headers that describe new types of content and organizatio n 
for messages. MllvlE allo \" ~ mail messages to contain 
• Multiple objects in a single message 
• Character sets other than ASCIl 
• l\1ult i-font messages. 
• Bina!)' or application specific files 
• Images, audio, video and mult imedia messages 
d. OIlier Network Informlltion Center (NIC) Serv;ce.~ 
The "Help Desk" is a funct ion of the NIC. Jdeally, the NIC should be 
staffed by individuals knowledgeable on all aspects of the network. servers. information 
resources and ways to access them_ NIC telephone numbers and e-mail addresses can be 
advertised at the school sites and organizat ions for ready access. A "Monterey BayNet 
Online Users Guide" needs to he wril1en and can serve as ready source of information 
on network services and applications_ A good example of an online users guide is one 
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assembled by the Australian Acad~lllic and Research Network (AARncl) It can be fou nd 
on the W\v\V at hllp: 'WlVw.,ll.lIepeallllll's,edll.w//Joc,";marnel 
il is imp0l1ant that the NIC implement and distribute a Mo nterey BayNe! 
Acceptable U~C Poli cy (AUP) so that users know when their use of ncr work resources i~ 
consistent with Ihe mission and goals of the network. Houston Independent School 
District in HOllston, Texas has a large archive ofrnaterial on Acceptable Use Policies and 
other legal information on the i-I1SD Armadillo \V\l.lW Server at 
hltp:i ichi<x).rice,r:du/ilrmadllfo/Rio!/Resol/rce.l/(uxeplGble.hlml 
In addition, example acceptable use policies for schools, businesses, and netwo rk service 
providers can be fou nd at: gophrr:FCh[co.rice.edll: 1170ilIMorr,A ccrplab/e 
Ihc NIC can provide a local net.\'ork news group to distribute information 
concerning the changes in the network and new resources to suhscribers. Elect ronic mail 
lists can be used for urgent messages 
NIC staff schedu le training seminars and workshops on a regular basis Training 
can be held periodically on recurring topics and also on new topics at the NIC sites 
(County Offices of Education) or NIC staff can conduct routine training visits to the 
school si tes or organizations 
O. SUMMARY 
From chapter five it was evident that the fu nction of Network Operating Center 
with its sophist icated network management system and te(;hnical statfis responsihle for 
optimizing the ~ of Monterey BayNe!. Conversely, the fu nction of the Network 
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Information Center (NIC) with its training staff is responsiblt: for optimum rnmill~ of 
Monterey BayNe\. The NIC staff provides invaluable information to sllbsnibers on 
connecting to the network, and on standard network services and proto(.:ols SllCh as 
e-mail, Ielne/./lp. Nelwork News. Nefwork Time They also provide information on 
appli(.:ations that a(.:cess and employ these protocols. Th!;.':}' provide ctirection on where to 
fmd information and how to use the many search tools such as "Archie" (flp), 
"H)1elnet"(le/ncI), and the many \"lv,rv.' search engines . Last, NIC statr conduct training 
10 help subscribing schools and orga nizations gain lasting practical experience at 
employment of network resources 
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VIII. l'o:'l:TWORK OPERATIONS EXAMPLE CASE..'i AND ANALYSIS 
A. JNTRODUCTION 
Three cases are presented and described with emphasis on how they are 
managed and staffed . In addition to vis iting the sites, information alJout each o f these 
networks is availab le on lhe World-Wide Web at URLs listed in t.he Re fe rence Section 
of this thesis. 
8. EXAMPLE CASES 
NASA Science Information (NSl) Operatiuns 
In fo rmation was provided by Jeanine Kalllcrdzc, network operations lIlanager of 
NSf. N51 operations is located at Ames Research Center (ARC) at Moffet! Federal 
Air Station, Moullr.a in View , Cal ifornia. There are over 250 end-site routers in the 
network, and over 100,000 te rminal components beyond those routers. The point of 
demarcation for NSf network responsibility is at end-site roUiers which connect directly 
10 the w ide-area network (WAN) owned and main1a.ined by NSI. The sites main1a.in all 
ne twork components beyond the WAN routers (Figures 8 .1 and 8.2). 
Background 
NSI was established in 1989 to provide an integ rated communications 
infrastructure for the NASA scientific community. The DECnet-based "Space Physics 
Analysi s Network (SPAN)" and the TCP/[P- based "NASA Science Network (NSNj' 
were merged at Ames Research Center in a s ingle network called the NASA Science 
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Internet, or NS I. NSI is a high ·speed, mulliprotocol international network , that 
provides connt:ctivity to six o f the seven continenrs and will soon incl ude Africa 
The mi~sion of the NSI is to provide re liab le and open access to NASA 's widely 
distr ibuted resources in support o f NASA -fu nded projects _ NSf provides a fu ll range o f 
networking services includ ing network and data systems plann ing, network 
eng ineering, o peratio ns SUPflOrt, use r support and ou treac h services . Tht: main d rivers 
of NSf's services are its users ' requiremems. Projects may requi re closed, secure 
networks or advanced types of app licat ions requ ir ing g reater bandwidth (e .g. 
X-Windows, graphics and " telepresence" remote control of instruments). 
NSJ connects with the National Science Foundation Network (NSFnct). Bay 
Area Regional Research Network (BARRNet) and other federal agency networks. NSI 
cooperates with government, academic , and commercial organizations to improve 
interoperability and expedite migration to open systems and protocols (NASA Science 
Internet 94) . Of part icular interest to Monterey BayNet is NASA's strong commitment 
to K-12 Internetworking (Hodas 95) . More Informat ion is avai lable at 
http:// quest. arc. nasa .lOV I 
b. Network Description 
The NSI backbone consists of a trunk with four pilrallcl T l lines 
traversing the nation and for ming a r ing with nodes al Ames Research Center (ARC). 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Marshall Space Fl ight Center (MS FC). Johnson 
Space Flight Center (JSPC), and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena. 
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Two network protocols are routed : IP and DECnet. These rrotocols are 
dete rmined by subscriber req uirements , with some subscr ibe rs requi r ing DECnet and 
others requ ir ing JP. NSJ tentative ly plans arc to slowly phase over (0 lP alone , but this 
will dcrJend on tht: rate that subscribers shih to IP. The rouri ng protocol used is BGP4 
(Rorder Gateway Protocol) wi(h Classless lnlerdomain [{out ing (C IOR ) 
The NSI network management system is DEC Polycenter 300 running SNMP 
and DEC net network manage ment protocols. The network management workstations 
operate on UNIX. Graphical user interfaces (GU I) were custom designed by the NSI 
network analysts using perl and X-windows. Some displays were designed fo r 
statistics viewing capabilities . A large wall-projtcttd topo logy display includes 
color-coded components, line speeds, alarms and projected alarm descr ipt ions. 
An integrated database (SYBASE) is used to store sitt information, accounting 
information, router configuration in format ion, (rouble-ticke t and other histor ica l 
in format ion, Map-based site displays incl ude si te equipment configurations, circuit 
identification, and technical contact names, addresses and te lephone nU mUtfS, 
Fault management policies include a T rouble Ticketing (ARS) Act ion Request, 
escalation notification status log, and direct voiee communication with the affected 
site(s), The system has e-mail notification o f managers that is activate(i on faults when 
certa in preset th rt:!shol(js are exceeded. 
For accounti ng management, there are 3 schtrnas Oink schema, contacts 
schema, and site schema) used to present accoll nt ing information on each subscriber 
and site 
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Whenever new sites are added to the network, NSJ manages the process with a 
systematic site development program called "Facilities and Asset Management" . 
This breaks the task of incorporating each new site into four management stages: 
• Requirements obtain and define the user requirements. This ineludes line 
capacity , redundancy, uses of the link, etc. 
• Engineering - design a solutioll to meet the user requirements. Hardware , 
software. protocols, media are selected. 
• Provision ing - imp lementing the engineering solution. Addresses are 
assigned. routers are configured and transported [0 the remote site, 
connections are established. 
• Operations - maintain the engineering solution. Performance and operation is 
monitored continuously. 
This system facilitates smooth and complete incorporation of new sites. Training of 
newly subscribing site personnel is offered hy NASA staff and an 800 toll-free number 
to NSI operations is provided for site support. 
Staffing 
NSI Operations maintains a staff of 9. The breakdown is: 
• Network Manager (I) 
• Network Operations Manager (I) 
• Network Analysts (7) 
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The weekly calendar, with 7 network analysts (labeled a through g), is manned 24 
hours daily. and seven days a week. A sample work &ehedule for 7 persons appears 
below ' 
2. California Slaie University Network (CSU NE1) 
Information on CSUnet was provided by Mike Marcinkevicz. network 
engineering manager, and Jim Patterson, network engineer of CSUnet operations. 
CSUnet network management center is located in Los Alamitos. California. There are 
over 250 end site routers in the network. with over 100,000 lennina! componenL.'! 
beyond those routers. Subscribing sites have custodial and maintenance rcspon.<;ibility 
for Touters and other components that connect to the nt:twork. 
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Background 
CSUnet is the computer network of the California State University 
system In addition to 22 Cal State campuses, other CSUnel subscribers include local 
comm unity colleges and school d is tr ict offices within California. C$Unet provides a 
number of services depending on the needs of the suhscr ibi ng site. CSUnet offers 
connectivity to the Internet and common services li ke emai l and gopher. PI nary 
services and sites state-wide provide CSUnet access. 
h. Network Descriptioll 
The CSUnct backbone consists of two dis ti nct components. lI',e 
component consists of a state-wide network of ded icated leased lines accessed at the Tl 
capacity from subscribing sites (most of the 'original' CSU campuses) through 
Stratacorn multiplexers. The other componcnt consists of a TCP/IP network 
interconnected using Pacific Bel l (PacRell) Te lephone Company as connection 
provide r. Routers are located at the subscribing sites . The two networks are connected 
so that Internet service is provided into the Slratacom network by Mel through a Cisco 
7tX1O router. 
Three nctwork protocols arc routed: IP. DECnet. and ApplcTalk . These 
protocols are determined by subscriber requiremcnts. Routing protocols are RIP 
(Routing Information Protocol), IORP (interior Routing Gateway Protocol), and BGP4 
(Border Gateway Protocol) with Classless Interdomain Routing (C/DR). 
CSUnet uses two d ifferent network management systems for the two 
different networks. The network management system for the Stratacom network is 
StrataView Plus and runs on a UNIX-based DEC 3200 workstation. For the TCP/IP 
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network, lhl: network management system is SunNeI Manager enhanced with Cisco 
Works, funning on a SUN workstar.ion. Network management protocols an: SNMP for 
the TePIIP network, and a StJatacom proprietary manage ment protocol for the 
Stratacom network. A topological Stratacom network display is avai lable for (he 
Stratacom network that includes color-coded components, line speed.~ a nd alarms. 
Information slOrage and retrieval is provide using "Filemaker Pro -
Mac intosh Server" by Apple. Trouble Tickets, accounting information, router 
configuration information, subscribing site and other historical informat ion are entered 
manually . Fault management policies include trouble ticket generation and direct voice 
communication with the affected si te(s). 
Although CSUnet is part of the California State Universi ty system. 
CSUnet also serves many local community colleges and school d istrict offices within 
Cali fornia. CSUnet offers Internet services for these subscribers for a contracted fee 
based online capacity. Limitt:u training support is offered to new sites. 
Staffing 
CSUnet operat ions maintains a network staff of 1 L The breakdown is: 
• Network Manager (I) 
• Network Operations Mallilger (I) 
• Network Engineering Manager (1) 
• Network engineers (2) 
• Computer technicians (6) 
CSUnet is monitored 24 hours daily, and seven days a week. Tile network management 
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center is maTUled during the day shift (7:00 am - 4:00 pm) and swing shift 
(4:00 pm - 12:00 am) . The network is monitored by computer technicians on the 
mid shift (12:00 am - 7:00 am). 
3. Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) 
Ioformation was provided by Tony Hain, associate network manager of ESnet 
ESnet operations is located in the National Energy Research Supercomputer Center at 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Lawrence. Caliform .• There are 
over 55 end-site routers in the network, with over 100,000 terminal components 
beyond those routers (over 12,000 terminals are at LLNL alone). The point of 
demarcation for ESnel network responsibility is at end-site routers (called "border 
roulers"by ESnet staff) that connect directly to the wide-area network (WAN) owned 
and maintained by ESnct. As with NSI, subscribing sites maintain all network 
component.~ beyond the WAN routers (Figure 8.3 ) 
Background 
The Energy Sciences Network (ESnet) is a nationwide high perfonnance 
network managed and funded by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Energy 
Research (00£ 10ER). Its mission is to support multiple programs and open 
scientific research. ESnet facilitates research co1!aboration by providing infonnation 
access and distribution among scientists. It has served the energy research community 
almost exclusively since its inception. The primary use of ESnet is for five major 
DOE/OER programs: Applied Math, Basic Energy, Health and Environmental 
Research, High-Energy and Nuclear Physks, and Fusion Energy. The ESnet 
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"backbone" interconnects thc local-area m::tworks (LAN.';) of the sllbscribing sites 
(Energy Sciences Network 94) 
In 1989 ESnet began initial deployment of a T l (1.3 to 1.5 Mhps) 
circuit-hased backbone. It hecame fu ll y operational in 1990 with 19 major sites 
Presently some ESnet s ites are connected at spccds as high as 45 Mbps (T3). 
Connections to other sc ienti fic and educational locations are prov ided via the global 
Internet 
b. Network Description 
ESnet is a high-capacity, high· performance network. The backbone 
consists of a full mesh ATM and conventional switched T3 (45 Mbps/scc) trunks 
(hgure 8.3). Nodes on the T3 ATM hackbone include : 
• Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). 
• Fermi National Accelerator Lab (FNAL), 
• Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), 
• Los Alamos National Laboratory(LANL) , 
• Pr inceton Pla.~ma Physics Laboratory (PPPL), 
• General Atomics Fusion Group (GAC) . 
The conventionally switched T3 trunk connects Lawrence-Berkeley 
Laboratory (LBL) to LLNL, Sandia to LANL, and ANL to FNAL. Almost all of the 
remaining sites arc connected to the T3 backbone by multip le TI 'so 
Presently, thc link between the network operating center and PacBell is OC3 
(155 Mpbs) to support 3 T3's , and is being replaced with an OC 12 (622 Mbps) trunk 
to support 2 OC-3'5 & 6 'n's. In approximately 1 year. the OC 12 link will be 
replaced with an OC 48 (2500 Mbpsl trunk. One reason for this large increase in 
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capacity is shown in Figure 8.4. Network capacity is doubling ahoLiI every 6 months 
which is consistent with global growth of the Internet at a sustained exponential rate of 
15 % per month. 
ESnet connects to NS I, NSFm:t and otl"!er networks on the Internet al 
no(k, cal led" Fix East" and "Fix West ". These nodes are two of the major 
communication traffic ex~:hanges of the Internet . Additional interconnections with 
corn merc ial lnternet providers is done at the Network Access Point (NAP) facilities al 
Sprint (Pensauken. New Jersey). and MFS (Falls Church, Virginia. 
Protocol ( IP). DECnet Phase IV, and the Open Stanuanls Interconnection 
ESn.,To,olPuk.,.P,o, .... d .Mo, n.5 (c,.o,odJ~"".'!HI I 
Figure 8.4 ESnel exponential growth (ESnet WWW page 95) . 
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Multip le network layer protocols are supported by ESnet inc luding the Internet 
Connection Less Network Protocol (OSI CLNP). These protocols are determine<l by 
subscriber requirements. Tentative plans aTe to phase over to IP alonc in approximately 
1 year. and route DECnet over lP. The routi ng protocol used is BGP4 (Border 
Gateway Protocol) with Classless Interdornain Rout ing (CIDR) for future scalability in 
addressing. 
The [Snet network management system is DEC Polycemer running 
SNMP and DEC net network management protocols. The network management stations 
are X-windows based, with some workstations running UNIX and others running 
MicroSoft Windows NT (Figure &.5) . The dual operating system arrangement exploits 
the strengths of both operating systems while maintaining a common management 
application interface using X-windows. Graphical user interfaces (GUI) were custom 
designed by the ESnet network analysts. Some displays were custom developed for 
statistics viewing capabilities. A large wall-projected geographic-topological display 01 
the Continental United States includes color coded components, line speeds, alarms and 
projected alarm descriptions. 
Rece ntly several popular network management systems were tested on 
the ESnet network for one week each. Cabletron SPECTRUM was selected as the best 
replacement available today for its displays. It will be supp leme nted by a separate 
statistics data program by SNMP Research, Inc. By splitting network management 
functionality between two separate producL~, better response time was demonstrated. 
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An integrated database (OR ACLE) is used to store site informat ion, 
accounting information , router configuration information. trouble-ticket and other 
historical information. Map-based site displays include site equipment configu ra tions, 
ci rcuit identification. technical contact names, addresses and telephone numbers. 
Fault management policies include a trouble ticketing system, 
escalation notification, and direct voice communication with the affected site(s). The 
system has automatic remote paging of network operators and managers that is 
activated on faults when certain preset alarm th resholds are exceeded . 
For accounting management. the centralized cost accounting approach is 
used and network expenses are covered by a budget set aside for ESller. A chargeback 
(end-user accounting approach) is being considered due to cuts in government 
spending. 
The ESnet operations staff maintains strict and exclusive control and 
access to their network. AU routers are configured locally, tested and a government 
property sticker attached at ESnet before shipment to the si te. All "border" routers 
belong to ESnet. Generally, sites want to control their own router interface with 
ESnct. Usually the site installs a router back-to-back with the ESnet operated router. 
This gives the local site manager control while maintaining a centrally operated and 
stable set of TOuters between sites. 
rraining for personnel at subscribing sites is the responsibility of the 




The staff of ESne! consists of the foll owing : 
• Network manager ( I ) 
• Associate manager (I) 
• Administrator (I) 
• Computer Operators ( 10) 
• Compu ter and network analysIs (5) 
• Information Specialists (5) (work wilh weh servers , mail servers, 
build so ftware and web pages) 
The network operating center is manned 24 hours daily, 7 days a week. Monitoring 
responsi hil ities are d is tr ihuted among staff personnel that run the supercomputer center 
a<; well as thc network. 
C. NETWORK MANAGEME]\T SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
A list of features used in evaluat ing ne twork management sys tems is g iven ill 
Figure 8.6 (Wilk inson and Capen 92). The last seven evaluation criteria in Figure 8.6 
were added from a comprehensive executive summary generated in July 1994 by the 
University of Michigan Information Tec hno logy Division ([TO) Future Computing 
Environment (fCE) Mon itoring Team. This leam was formed in 1993 to evaluale 
Nelwork Manage ment Syslems and is composed of 18 ind ividuals from Ihe medica l, 
engineering , bus iness , and informalio n lechnology dCp<lnmems of the Univers ilY. 
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1. Extended MIR(Managemem Information (data) Base)support - open ended MJB 
support (i.e. allows continued addition of features in the future) 
2. Intui t ive imerface: GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
3. Automatic discovery: System routinely polls the network to discover who's on the 
network. 
4. Programmable events: Allows indications to change or actions to be taken when 
specified events occur. 
5. Advanced Network Control: ability to control the operation of other major 
network components, shut down failing hubs, isolate faulty network segments, 
6. Object oriented management: Facilitates organization and function of user 
interface. 
7. Custom Icons: Allows more granular representation of unique network 
components and enhances GUr capabilities. 
Additional Items <1Jniyersity of Michigan 94): 
8. Dependency Support: a network management systems ability to understand the 
relationship between all the devices on the network, so that when one of them 
fails , other devices downstream depending on that device for connectivity. are 
not seen as failing too. 
9. Flexible Notification Methods: automatic e-mail alerts, pager alerts with 
programmable times for different methods of notification. 
10. Support for trouble ticket systems: essential for troubleshooting and accounting. 
l1. Multi-vendor Integration: can manage components from different vendors, hubs 
routers, servers, switches, workstations. 
l2. Flexible access control: can specify access to different network resources 
(printers , servers, etc.) that a user can access. 
l3 Customized reports: tailoring reports to the needs of the organization. 
Ftgure 8.6 Network Managment System Evaluation Cntena(Wllkinson and Capen 92) 
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Products evaluated in tht 30 [Jage c:\tculive summary with comments on key 
pOints were: 
• Cablctrol1 SPECTR UM 1993 market sfJart~ = 7.4% 
AliI'anJaJ:<so 
T he only NMS 10 understand dependencies 
Access Control 
email , pager notification 
1 year [rial favorable results 
Object oriented 
X -windows and Command Line [Iller races 
Lower Price than others $7,500 
~: 
Supported by few third party applications (enhancements) 
Slow auto-discovery 
No om of bami management 
Awkward M IB browser 
Most complex of the products, needs extensive training to use 
• Hewlett-Packard Oren View - 1993 market share = 22.5 % 
b.d'cilJlla£~: 
Supported by many third party applications (enhancementS) 
Wide market use 
Industry standard base in NMS 
Easy to use GUt interface 
Easy to search database (SQL) 
12jsadyanr~: 
Must E~pcnsivc - $16,000 for end-uscr systcm 
No dependency heuristics 
Poor MIB browser 
Awkward to navigate GlJl interface 
Redundant monitoring of devices shared on more than one network map 
Separate staTUS and performance polling (longer to detect certain alerts) 
All interact ions Illust use X-windows interface 
No text based alert scrcens(on-call persons can't dial-in for information) 
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• IBM NetView/6000 - 1993 market share (esc) - 15% 
~, 
Supported by many third party applications (enhancements) 
Wide market use 
Easy to use GUr interface 
Easy to search uatabase (SQL) 
Improved Alarm filtering (fewer false alarms) 
llisa~es: 
E;.;;pensive $15.000 
No dependency heuristics 
Scpar<ltc status and performance polling (longer to delen certain alerts) 
Redundant lIlonilOring of devices shared on morc than one network map 
All interactions must use X-windows interface 
No Ie;.;;! based alert screens (no d ial-in capacity for on-call persons) 
• NetLabs DiMONS- 1993 market share = 9.0% 
~, 
Moderately Priced - $7500 
Graphically ::onfigurable(cuslomize without programming) 
Powerful diagnostic capabilities fm inexperienced users 
Conducts adm in istrative inventory tasks through auto discovery 
E~mail and pager notifications 
llli~' 
No dependem;y heuristics 
Absence of application program interfaces - hard to program 
Unclear marketing future 
• Sun SunNet Manager = \ 993 market share =35.9% Ad_, 
First important UNIX based NMS 
Largest market share 
Most reasonable cost 
Distributed network management (polling by proxy consoles) 
Cooperative consoles aHow multiple SNMs to share state information 
Dial-in access. email and pager alerts 
~, 
Requires a range of third party applications to be useful 
Run~ on ly on a SPARe workstation 
No dependency heuris tics 
Flat file database (relational database costs $5,000 more) 
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A tota l of f ive network management systems were scored in this report. For the 
price, Cab lctron SPECTRUM and Sun NetManager ap pear to offer the best 
carabilitics . Of note is that ESnel personnel selected SPECTRUM as the ir main NMS 
af ter a I week eva luat ion each of SPECTRUM, OpenYicw and NctV icw, The latter 
two were s luggish for ESnet, which was subjectively attributed 10 excess ive 
functiona li ty at the expe nse of speed. CSUnel uses SunNel Manager for its TCP/IP 
network. NSI uses DEC Poiycentcr 300, which is nO! ranked among the "top 5" here . 
Other reports concur wi th the summaries above and can be found at the WWW location 
(m entioned earlie r in chapter 2, sect ion C) at: 
hllp:l! tampico. u o. uiuc _ edul-g ress dey/net mgmtl 
D. SL'MMARY 
Th ree network cases were presented. Although they differ in many respects, 
there arc also some things in common. All cases usc Te PIlP protocol and SNMP 
network management protocol. All network managers stressed the importance of 
mtcroperability of network hardware and software and a desire 10 migrate their 
networks to a single network layer protocol, routing protocol and management protocol 
(SNMP) . 
An anal ysis of lhe lOp selling network management systems was abo presented . 
Advantages and d isadvantages were presented for each system against the evaluation 
criteria in f igure 8.6. 
The most profound lesson 10 learn from network operating center staffing is that 
the relationship between the size of the network (i.e, number of routers for these 
ISJ 
networks) and the number of staff is clearly nonlinear , with significant economy of 
scale as the network grows. Although the networks in these case studies arc far larger 
than Monterey BayNet. many lessons learned by these larger organizations arc 
applicahlc to reg iona l networks. 
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOJ\.'IMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSJONS 
The "Agenda of Education in California" mandates the use of 
telecomm un ication network technology for the K- 12 edllcationalmissio(l, Other 
docu ments and regional efforts in the creation of Monterey Ray Net support the same 
m issioll and env ision MuntereyDayNet as a reliable , high-capacity eduC<ltion and 
research network. To meet ttlt:se mission objectives. Monterey Bay Net musl be 
managed. 
Network management is the sct of tasks ami tools involved to monitor and 
control telecommunications networks. Many [mxlds exist to organize the tools and 
la<;ks of network management according to different views . Whatever model or 
combination of moods is used, a successful tinal product will resu lt in optimum 
efficiency and effectiveness of the network . 
On a world scale, network management is increasing in importance with the 
rapid growth in telecommun icat ions networks and the Internet. For a single K [2 
network like Monterey BayNet. network management is essential jf the network is to 
operate efficiently, to interoperate compatibly with other external networks, and to 
grow gracefully , 
A network is composed of many "autonomous" individual components 
Nevertheless, a network requires a manager to coordinate data rlow among these 
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individual components Just as a symphony requires a conductor to orches trate 
ind ividual musical instruments ill concert. 
There is tremendous potential to exploit the unprecedented access to vast 
quantities of information residing in the world 's online information reserves. K-! 2 
schools and other subscribers ill Monterey BayNe! must have a network that is 
responsive to two fundamental needs in prepar ing K-12 students and t; J ucators to mcct 
the stiff, competitive environment of Ihe information age . 
• Monterey BayNet muSI have the capacity and rel iabil ity to perform 
over a broad range of information and data type and rales . 
• Monterey BayNet must have enough reach to easily and conveniently access 
data a t any and all availahle information resources in the National 
Information InfrastrucTure. 
The first fundamental need involves Monterey BayNet's vital role as an 
educational "training aid" in teaching K-1 2 students and others in the use uf network 
technology itself. The emphasis here is not on the information. but on the act of 
learning \0 use the network reSOllree to obtain information. Put more simp ly, kids 
needs a representative, reliable and ad~quate 1001 so they can learn how 10 use it. 
The second fundamental need involves the abi lity of Monterey BayNet 10 access 
the information itself so that it can be used by K-12 students and educators in their 
studies. The "mi racle" of the Internet is the va~tness of germane information that it 
brings conveniently to the individual which was previously unavai lable or hard to get. 
Suslainability for Monterey Hay Net involves continued usefulness in meeting the 
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needs refJuirements ahove. Monterey BayNet must be managed to con tinuously de liver 
and reliabl y meet these requirements 24 hours daily, seven days a week, equally !O all 
subscribi ng sires. The sustainablity of Monterey Bay Net de[)Cllds upon the reliabil ity 
and consistency with which it meets user requirements, 
R. RECOMMEI\DATIONS 
Recomme ndatio ns for regional action to assis t the migration of Monterey 
Bay Net to meet sustai nab ili ty requirements are based on the numerous references and 
cases in this thesis Consensus, practice and exper ie nce wi ll further refine these 
recommendations 
1. Confonnance to Standards 
Hardware, soltware and network management systems MUST conform to 
sta t\dards before any other decis ion can log ically be made (Stallings 93). Since the 
essence of network technology is interoperability, standards must he leveraged agai nst 
present and fu ture interoperabil ity, Monterey BayNe! has heen des igned with this 
concept as a primary goal in every decis ion in the design and co nstruction of the 
network (Bige low 95), 
2. Netwnrk Management Protocol 
The recommended network management protocol for Monterey ~ayNet is 
SNM Pv2 (Simple Network Management Protocol, version 2) , Reasons include: 
• It can compatihly coexist with SNMP agents ( interoperability), 
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• II corrects previous limitations of SNMP and retains all of its bendits. 
• A large amount of op~rating e:qJerience has been ga ined in the use of SNMP. 
• SNMP is designed as part of the Internet ProlOco] OP) suite , an ~ 
standard and its widespread use makes it the de facIO network management 
protocol (interoperab il ity). 
• SNMP is TH E management protocol of cho ice for the largest and mo~t 
complex networks includi ng the NSI and ESnet. Concerns about effects of 
network size on the performance of SNMP appear to be exaggerated 
• SNMPv2 incl udes provisions for a secure network for present or future 
capability. 
3. Network Management System (NMS) 
Comparing the results of the network operating cases and analyses presented in 
Chapter VIII against the Eval uation Cr iteria in Figure 8.6. a case can be made to 
recommend Cabletron SPECTRUM based on performance and economy. Tim~ 
permitti ng. however, a more detai led ana lysis is recom mended. Prior to the purcha.~e 
of a network management system for Monterey Bay Net, it would be beneficial to do 
the following steps: 
• Hi re (or contract) a network manager with capabili ty to evaluate NMS . 
• Schedule Vendor demons tra tions fo r each of the candidate products with the 
Monterey BayNet design committee and network manager. Incl ude trouble 
ticke t ing systems. paging and e-mail not ification. 
• Reqwm a tr ial run of the best candidates against each other on Monterey 
BayNet. 
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• Nel design committee and network manager report the results and make fi nal 
recommendation for purchase. 
4. Staffing 
T he most str iking item noted when look ing at staffing requirements for the case 
Network Operating Ccntcrs(NOCs) and Network Information Centcrs(N1Cs). is that 
there is no clear relationship between the size of the networks and the staffing of the 
management center. In NSJ, CS Unel and [Sne! the exact number of end te rminals is 
unknown. In fact, staffing is more governed by a need to be manned at certain times 
of the day and week than by network size. 
In all of these cases , the WAN NOC was respomible for "border" routers and 
the subscribers were responsible for all downstream components. Bad WAN border 
routers are removed by subscribers and shipped to the NOC for repair. 
fe-configuration. retest and shipment back to the site for installation. A spare 
configured router may be used for network service while the original is being repaired. 
Local expertise was available. 
Monterey Bay Net covers a small enough area that travel to any of the schools or 
other subscribing sites is possible by network personnel. However, expertise at most 
site locations is limited to nonexistent, so any trouble that cannot be corrected remotely 
by the NOC will require a site visit. This was flO[ the case in the three networks 
examined in chapter 8. Tile level of experience with network and computing resources 
is much greater fo r users in the three cases . Monterey BayNet users will require 
considerably mort: training and user support functions. 
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In considering the above factors along with a projected size of Monterey 
BayNer of 200 roulers in only a few years, the net ucsign t iger lcam can consitJer the 
following as a baseline staffing recommendation: 
• Network Manager (I) Supporting both counties at the NOC/NIC location. 
• Network Service tech nicians (2 field workers), one per COU11lY. 
• Help Desk (N rC), 2 shifts/day, 5 days/week, (4-6) two or three per COUtHy. 
In selecting staffing, it is important to recognize that some leverage may be 
made by an aggressive tra ining program of school teachers and other slluscribers in 
reducing Help Desk demand. This requ ires travel and t ime away from the NIC. To 
date, a variety of tiger team proposals and efforts to provitle volullleer tra in ing for 
teachers have only achieved m(xlest results 
[t may be cost effective to have a third NIC persoll per county to conduct 
training and 10 cover for staff absences (e .g. sick days , vacatioIls) School volunteers 
can also be used to augment paid staff. 
5. Reports 
Reports on network parameters will support the network manager and tiger 
team eva luations. Operational Reports are described in Section E.3 of chapter VI. The 
most useful are the daily status of active trouble tickets and a monthly report on the 
tally of tickets for the month. It is also useful to track number of tickets for individual 
components to recor<l the number of fai lures over time. If reported failures are 
e:\cess ive . action may be taken to replace the component. 
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6. Accounting 
Fixed end-user cost accounting is recommended as the chargeback mechanism 
for financing r-.lonterey Bay Ne! operations. Network costs are divided llP fairly among 
subscribers and charged accordingly. There is also great eco1lomy of scale. As lhe 
same fixed cost is divided by an increasing number of subscribers, the cost of network 
operations is progressive ly lower per subscriber. This method costs the least of all 
accollnting methods to administer 
Since the primary mission of Monterey BayNe! is education of K- 12 students. 
the execution of that mission is coordinated best by tht: County and District Offices of 
Educalion. Billing and collection functions ought be set up wi(hm the existing 
accounting framework of these organizations in order to eliminate any new accounting 
methods for schools. 
Most importantly. fixed cost end-user accou llting best supports the educational 
goals of Monterey BayNer for open unrestricted use by teachers and students. 
C. RECOMMEl\'UATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Most of the information in this document is reauy for implementation 
Excellent opponunities ex ist to document the decisions and experience regarding the 
following: 
• Operational Evaluation of Network Ope rming Systems - Se lecting the NOC 
for Monterey OayNel . 
• Implementing a NOC for Monterey BayNet - A K-12 Wide-Area Network. 
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• Monterey Ray Net Training Challenges in a New K-12 Wide-Area Network 
• Monterey RayNet Administration - Staffing and financing the cost of a K-12 
WAN 
These areas are essential topics for ongoing lessons learned. It is likcly that 
future theses might supplement tiger team efforts to analyze and document lessons 
learned in detail. It is clear that MOlllerey Bay Net is producing an educational 
transformation that all school districts will eventually experience. This IS a rich and 
invigorating area for hands-on evaluation and practical research. 
D. SLM.\lARY 
umg term susr.ainahility of Monterey HayNet hinges on two key ideas: 
• Efficient network operation (NOC): the coordination of dat.a tlow that only a 
carefully chosen network management system can provide 
• Effective network employment 
of network resources by 
the complete and optimum utilization 
educators, students, and other subscribers. 
Standards, network management protocols, a network management system, 
statfing, reports and accounting can achieve thcsc goals and mcct the needs of 
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